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115th Graduating Class
'The 115th Hope College graduating class
weekend of May 10-11 as
the college community celebrates Alumni Day,
eligible to

receive the bachelorof arts degree,according
to the Registrar's Office.

Commencementwill be

held at the

Ottawa

and Allegan counties in Michigan before receiving the federal appointmentin 1974. He
became chief judge of the U.S. Western District in Dec. 1979.
Miles also serves as vice chairmanof the
Michigan Higher Education FacilitiesCommission and the Higher Education FacilitiesAu-

Commencement.

Approximately400 seniorsare

Numbers 400

70. He was appointed Circuit Judge for

will be honored the

Baccalaureateand

/ ?

^

il,

Holland

Civic Center 3 p.m. Sunday, May 11.

thority.

Baccalaureatewill be held Sunday morning
beginning at 11 a.m. in Dimnent Memorial
Chapel.
The Hon. Wendell A. Miles, Chief U.S.
District Judge for the Western District of
Michiganand a 1938 Hope College graduate,
will be the Commencementspeaker.
The Board of Trustees will also confer an
honorary Doctor of Laws degree upon Judge
Miles.
The Miles family has had a long association
with Hope College.Wendell's father, the late
Fred T. Miles, then State Circuit Judge of the
20th Judicial Circuit, received an honorary
Doctor of Laws degree from Hope in 1938. A
daughter, Michele Kopinski of Ann Arbor,
graduated from Hope in 1972. Two other

He received the honoraryDoctor of Laws
degree from Detroit College of Law in June
1979!
He has been invitedto teach a course in
American Constitutionalhistoryat Hope during the 1980-81 academic year.
The Baccalaureatepreacherwill be Dr. Dennis N. Voskuil, assistant professorof religion

children,Lorraine Rector of Troy, Mich, and
Thomas of Ann Arbor, attended Hope.
Miles was an instructor in the Hope College
business administrationdepartmentfrom
1948-53 while servingas prosecutingattorney
for Ottawa County. He was United States District Attorney for Western Michigan from
1953-60 before becoming a special assistant
attorney for the City of Grand Rapids and the
Grand Rapids Board of Education from 1961-

at

Hope.

Prof. Voskuil has been a member of the
Hope faculty since 1977. An ordained minister
of the Reformed Church in America, he received the B.S. degree from the University of
Wisconsinin 1966, the B.D. degree from
Western Theological Seminary and a Ph.D.
in the study of religion from Harvard.
He was pastor of the Trinity Reformed
Church of Kalamazoo,Mich, before joining

the Hope faculty.
Eight alumni classes and members of the
Fifty Year Circle will participate in the annual
Alumni Day activitiesSaturday, May 10.
Classes scheduled to hold reunions include
1930, 1935, 1940, 1945, 1950, 1955, 1960 and
1965. The Fifty Year Circle is comprised of
alumni who graduated more than 50 years ago.
Members of the classes of 1970 and 1975 will
hold their reunions next fall at Homecoming.
A schedule of reunion events appears on page
13 of News from Hope College.
Highlight of Alumni Day will be dedication
at 4 p. m. Saturday of the newly renovated Van
Vleck Hall. The women's residencehall is the
oldest building on the Hope campus and was
recently renovated at a cost of $400,000.
Alumni will also hold their annual banquet
Saturday evening in the enlarged Phelps Hall
dining room. Punch will be served at 5 p.m.
with dinner to follow at 6 p.m.
Distinguished Alumni Awards will be presented to four people during the banquet. The
recipients are featured in a story on page 3 of
News from Hope College.
All alumni and friendsof the college are
invitedto attend the dedicationand banquet.

Margaret Van Wylen
State's

Is

Mother of the Year

Margaret p. Van Wylen, wife of Hope ColVan Wylen, has been
honored as Michigan's Mother of the Year.
Announcement of the honor was made April
17 during ceremonies in Grosse Pointe Farms,
lege PresidentGordon J.

Mich.

„

The Mother of the Year program is sponsored by American Mothers Committee, Inc.
to "develop and strengthen the moral and
spiritual foundations of the family and home,
to give observance of Mother's Day a spiritual
quality and to recognize the important role of

Hope athletic program reached a milestone during the winter season as the swimmers
captured the college's first-ever women's Michigan Intercollegiate AthleticAssociation
championship. Details of a very successfulwinter in sports appear on pages 8-9.

Attrition Study: Close

Look

at

the Tie that Binds

Predictingthe state of affairs for the 1980s
the decade of the
1970s drew to a close. As institutions of higher
education, both individuallyand collectively,
cleaned off their crystal balls, one trend shined
forth with intimidatingclarity: there were
going to be fewer college-agestudents in the
years ahead (23% fewer by 1997, according to
a Carnegie Council study). An automatic response to this dismal projectionwas the shoring up of admissions programsand staffs.

became a popular pastime as

However, recruiting new students is only
pan of the enrollment challenge,as Hope
documented in 1970 when it conducted its
first formal study of how many entering
students stayed on to become matriculating
seniors. During the decade since, a yearly

counterpartfigure, the student attrition rate.
These yin-and-yangpercentages — the student retentionand attrition rates — are very
important to colleges and universities which,
like Hope, rely heavily upon income from
students for operating funds (last fiscalyear,
76.4% of Hope's operating funds came from
this source). And, in the next few years as the
first nibblesof the enrollment crunch are
felt, attrition and retention figures will likely
take on even greater importance.
In an attempt to aggressivelyaddress attri
tion and all other enrollment-relatedmatters,
a new task force was recently formed at Hope.
The five-membergroup has set as one of its
first tasks the securingof more accurateinformation on why students leave Hope.

Mother in the home, community, nation and
world." Organizedin 1933 as a part of the
Golden Rule Foundation, the organization is
non-profit and interfaith.
As MichiganMother of the Year Mrs. Van
Wylen has been nominated as National
Mother of the Year.
Mrs. Van Wylen, who holds the M.D. degree from the University of Michigan Medical
School, was nominatedfor the honor by Pine
Rest Christian Hospital of Grand Rapids,
Mich, where she is completing a residency in
psychiatry through Michigan State Univer-

"Her first responsibility has always been her
home and family. She has maintained a fine
home with very limited outside help. She always preparesthe meals and does the shopping
herself. She is careful when it comes to budget-

sity.

ing, and has always kept the current financial

Dr. Robert J. Baker, executive director of
Pine Rest ChristianHospital,made several observationsof Mrs. Van Wylen in his letter of
nomination:
"She has the ability to listen sympathetically, question wisely, and respect what
need not or should not be said. ‘She has genuine
compassionfor people, and yet can be firm
when necessary.Though she is a disciplined
person who uses her time carefully,she is
generous with the time she gives to others. She
is intelligent and well read, but still relates very
well to persons of all educational,cultural, and
social backgrounds. She is a person who knows
herself, her strengths and weaknesses, and is
not afraid to acknowledgethe latter.
"Mrs. Van Wylen is a quiet, graciousleader.
She is creative in her thinking,works very well
in developing group plans that have broad consensus, and is always willingto assume a

records for the family.
"The qualityof family life has always been
more important to her than physicalfacilities
and finances. Her home has been characterized
by close interpersonalrelationshipsand the
developmentof a supportive,caring environment. At the root of this is a strong Christian
commitment. Mrs. Van Wylen has always
practiceda vital private, personal devotional
life, as well as involvement in her church and
the larger Christian community. She has not
hesitated to teach and counsel her children, but
her personal example has been of primary significance."
MargaretDe Witt Van Wylen was bom in
Grand Haven, Mich., the daughter of Dr. and
Mrs. Stuart De Witt, the fourth of six children.
After graduation from Grand Haven High
School in 1942, she attended Duke University
where she took a pre-medicalcourse with plans
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Faculty Development

campus
scene

Programs Praised
Hope College'sfacultydevelopmentproThe senior seminar was designed to serve as
gram has recently received national attention "the capstone course in the core curriculum,"
Marker says.
in two publications,reports Provost David G.

Summer Fellowshipsand

In the senior seminar, the student is asked
which was learned in one's
major academic discipline with human values
October issue of Forum, a publicationof the
as they are informed by the Christian faith.
Associationof American Colleges.Hope's faculty developmentprogram of small grants is
The average summer grant increasedfrom
describedin an essay, authored by Dr. Marker, $450 in 1974 to $1,100 at the conclusionof the
which has been included in a book entitled
five-yearinterval in which the Mellon and
Effective Approaches to Faculty Development, Lilly funds were available. Summer grants resources grew from $8,500 in 1974 when only
edited by William C. Nelsen and Michael
Siegel of the AAC.
19 persons received awards, to $43,407 in 1979
Forum notes that while a small grants pro- when 41 individualswere given support.
gram like Hope's is common among many
During the past five years, 108 professors
colleges, it is especially noteworthyat Hope
(80% of the full-time faculty) received grants.
because of "the careful administrationof the
The total resources committedto funding these
program, its clear guidelines, and the reporting awards was $179,167.
of projectresults back to the entire fa"The benefits of this program of small
culty. ..." A committee of six Hope faculty
summer study study grants are virtually unmembers, chaired by Marker, administersthe countable," says Marker. In additionto enablfacultydevelopmentprogram.
ing faculty to stay current in their fields, which
The invigorationof teaching is the principal
results in "new material,new experiences,
goal of Hope's program.Marker says.
new enthusiasms, and new ways of looking at
"We expect our faculty to remain active as things," Marker says the grant program at
Hope has enhancedfacultymorale. Another
scholarsor artists — not to be an end in itself,
but because it keeps them current and vital as side benefit has been that professorshave beteachers.Often they involve students in their come more skilled in writing proposals for
scholarlywork, which has proven to be a pow- funding, and, as a result, have had greater
erful pedagogicaltechnique,particularly in the
success in obtaining research monies from outside sources. The program has also been influsciences.
An important component of Hope's faculty ential in attracting new faculty.
development program has traditionally been a
According to Marker, the overall effects of a
program of small grants to fund scholarly
wide-scoped faculty developmentprogram
work, usually conducted during the summer
have been "so far-reachingand so valuablethat
months.
it is virtually impossible to contemplate the
Hope received its first gift for faculty depossibility of not maintaining the program at
velopment in 1958, when alumnus Simon Den
its current level." However,' with the expiraUyl '19 provided a gift to be awarded annually
tion of the Mellon and Lilly grants, and a growto a worthy faculty member. In 1964 a second
ing scarcity of outsidefunds available for profellowshipwas establishedin memory of
gram maintenance (as opposed to funding new
Hope's founder, the Rev. A. C. Van Raalte,
programs), securing funds for faculty deby his daughter, Julia. In 1968 Mrs. Matthew
velopmenthas become an important mandate
Wilson establisheda fund to perpetuate the
of the Endowment of Hope fund-raisingpromemory of her late husband.
gram launched last spring. An Endowment of
By 1974 the college faculty had grown to 140
Hope hopes to increasethe College'sendowfull-time-equivalent
members, and interest in
ment to $10 million within the next 3-5 years.
the summer grant program had grown corre"We want to keep the faculty development
spondingly. Requests for funds increased while program at least at its current level, and I very
the total resources available for faculty demuch hope it will grow," says Marker. "As
velopment remained constant.
you look at our academic program needs for
the coming decade,faculty development comes
In 1973 President Gordon Van Wylen was
successfulin applicationfor a $160,000, fivehigh on the list."
year grant from the Mellon Foundation for a
greatly-expanded program of faculty development. This past summer the final Mellon
grants were awarded. During the five years
that the grant was active, 91 summer faculty
fellowshipswere awarded.
Shortly after the College had receivedthe
Mellon grant, a grant of $74,150 was awarded
to the College by the Lilly Endowment. These
The Hope College Alumni Annual Fund has
funds were used also for a faculty development
reached 85 percent of its $375,000 goal, accordproject. Under the direction of Lars Granberg,
ing to national drive chairman Warren Kane
Peter C. and Emajean Cook professorof psy'57.
chology, summer workshops were conducted
Through the end of February alumni confor professorsteachingsenior seminar courses.
tributions to the annual fund totaled $321,089
compared to $311,053 for the same period a
year ago.
There is also a significant increasein the
number of donors as 3,970 alumni had sent
their contributionthrough the end of February
compared to 3,572 for the same period in
A scholarshipfund has been establishedat 78-79.
Last year 4,672 alumni gave a record
Hope to help students from a Hispanic back$296,569 to the annual fund which supports
ground obtain a collegeeducation.
the on-going programs of Hope College. The
The Hispanic Scholarship Fund was made
record for participation was establishedin
possible with gifts from Mrs. Amos Bates Foy
1977-78 when 4,880 alumni made a contribuof Sarasota, Fla., and the Warner-Lambert
Marker. Hope's

Pro-

vost's DiscretionaryFund were detailed in the

Senior students departing the

News from Hope

College staff this i/ear are Debra Hall
Congdon and Due Nguyen.

(seated) and (from left) George Baumgartner, Paul Hartje, Douglas

Farewell Staffers
On May

11, the News from Hope College
more than 60 percent,announces Tom Renner, editor. A massive
budget cut? No, Commencement— the day
that our five senior student staffers will pack up
their cameras and notepads and leave behind an
office that will suddenly seem too staid and a
Work-To-Be-Done basket that will quickly
seem hopelessly full.
Graduating staff members are Debra Hall,
writing assistant, of Naperville,111.; Due N.
Nguyen, darkroom technician,of Grand Haven, Mich. ; and Photographers George Baumgartner of Dearborn, Mich., Douglas Congdon
of Flushing, Mich., and Paul Hartje of Glen

thought would be his lifelong vocation.At the
age of 18 he was drafted in the Vietnamese
Marine Corps and served as a photographer for
IVi years. After the fall of Saigon in 1975, he
escaped, leaving his family behind. He was
sponsored by the First Lutheran Church of
Muskegon and began the difficulttask of learning English. In 1977 he enrolledin Muskegon
Community College,transferringto Hope 1 'A
years later. He has been the News from Hope
darkroom technicianthroughout most of his

Cove, N.Y.
News from Hope has

marketing, and he hopes to eventually return
to the classroom as a teacher.
Our trio of student photographers proved to
be a fortuitousfind, especially when unexpected photo opportunitiescropped up:
George, Doug and Paul were room-mates and
at least one of the three always seemed to be
availablewhen we needed them.
Paul, who has been on our staff for three
years, says he thinks his work has taught him
to be "a lot more comfortable around people in
general." His least favorite assignment? "The
Pull. Every year I was shooting on the side that
lost. Losers don't like having their picture
taken."
He plans to go back East, hoping to land a job
in finance or auditing.
George and Doug came aboard the News
from Hope staff a year ago. They consider
photographya hobby, yet both feel they've

staff will be cut by

a longstanding tradi-

tion of utilizing the talents of students on a
part-time basis. In recent years, two of our
student colleagues — Phil Dejong '77 and Andy
Loree '78 — have gone on to careersin photojournalism.
Deb Hall has worked as a reporter for three
years, and at various times assumed responsibilitiesfor sports statistics,class notes, and
feature writing. She feels she has learned "to
be more articulate as a writer" and also claims
to have learned to type "reallywell" (editor's
note: her typing has improved,but truth in
journalism demands that we leave it at that).
Particularly during this past year, Deb has accepted major assignments in conducting interviews and writing full-lengthfeature articles.
She plans to stay in Western Michigan and
hopes for a career in public relations.
Five years ago Due Nguyen, a refugee from
Vietnam, arrived in the U.S. "All I had was
hope," he recalls. "I didn't know what my life
would be." The eldest of seven children.Due
had begun working at the age of 12 . Because his
family was poor, schoolingwas out of the question for him. A cousin taught him the photography trade, and Due began to practice what he

5

Hope career.
Due has applied to graduate school and also
has received a job offer from a Grand Rapids
firm. His plans call for a career in international

expanded their

capabilities this past -year

by

learningto take a variety of demanding photos,
such as fast-moving sports shots and unusually
lit theatrical productions.
George is entering the University of Michigan School of Engineering in May. Doug will
pursue a master's and eventually a Ph.D. in
medical physics.
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Alumni Fund
Nears Goal
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Establish Hispanic

Scholarship Fund

tion.

Foundation.

"We

are

committed to providing the finan-

Three classes have already collectively con-

cam-

cial resources necessary to help all qualified

tributed more than $10,000 to this year's

students obtain a Hope College education,"
said PresidentGordon J. Van Wylen. "Establishment of the Hispanic Scholarship Fund is
very helpful as we work to fulfill these goals."
Mrs. Foy has been a generous supporter of
the programs of Hope College. In addition to
funding the' Amos and Ruth Foy Scholarship
Fund for the past several years, she was a major
contributortoward constructionof the College's Dow Health and Physical Education

paign, according to Cindy Pocock, assistant director of annual funds. They are the classes of
1950, 1952 and 1964. In 1977-78 thealumni of
1939 became the first class to contributeover
$10,000 in a single year. In 78-79 there were
three classes who achieved that distinction and
it appears there could be as many as five this

Center.
Parke, Davis and

Company of

Holland,

year.
There are approximately 992 new alumni
donors to this year's campaign. On the other
side, there are about 1 ,504 alumni who contributed a year ago, but have not been heard from

i

Honor Four Alumni

4

!

v

The presentationof Distinguished
Alumnus/Alumna Awards will highlightthe
annual Hope College Alumni Day dinner on
Saturday, May 10 at 6 p.m. in the newlyexpandedPhelps Hall dining room.
George J. Hoekstra '49, M.D., of
Kalamazoo, Mich., J. Norman '38 and Barbara
Folensbee '43 Timmer of Holland, Mich., and
Maurice Visscher '22, M.D., Ph.D., of Minneapolis,Minn., have been selected as this
year's recipients of the Alumni Association's

KalamazooChristianHigh School. He

is

for

Service

pres-

Control and CommunicationsDirectorate,the
Pentagon. He was awarded the Air Force
Commendation Medal and the Joint Services
Commendation Medal at special retirement

ently president of the Board of Directors of the

EvangelicalHospital Chaplaincy, Kalamazoo
Division,and team physician at Kalamazoo
Christian and Parchment high schools.
Hoekstra has been Hope's Kalamazoo area
alumni representative
for prospectivestudents
since 1974.

He is married to the former Dorothy
Moerdyk'56and the father of four sons: Louis
'78, James '80, William '82 and Richard, age

17.
highest honor.
The DistinguishedAlumni program was initiated in 1970 as a means of honoring
graduates who bring honor to their alma mater
through contributionsto society-at-large
or
special service to the College's programs. This
year's recipients make a total of 44 on the
Distinguished Alumni roster, displayed pub-

i

£
3

o

services.

He earned the master's degree in economics
and education from Michigan State University.

n

During his six years on the Hope staff, he
provided leadershipin initiating the Annual
Fund Class Representativesystem and also
helped develop a centraland comprehensive
developmentrecords system. Outstanding in
his dedicationto the College, upon his retirement in 1976 he said, "Working for Hope has
been more of a cause than a job."
Barbara is an enthusiasticalumni Sorosis
Sorority member and active in Hope's Theatre
Barbara '43 and Norman '38 Timmer
Guild, a community group for support of the
1966-1977.
College'stheatre program.
He is married to the former Janet Gertrude
While living in Washington,D.C. she was
Pieters '21. They have four children; three
active in the Washington-area
alumni group
hold careers in various branches of science and
and instrumental in establishingtheir potluck
one is an artist.
tradition. She also effectively recruitedarea
students.
Mr. and Mrs. Timmer have been ardent
supportersof Hope College.Norm was a Hope
The Timmers have been faithful supporters
developmentofficer from 1970-1976, follow- of a wide range of Hope programs and events.
ing his retirement from the U.S. Air Force in
They have three children: John, an Air Force
1968 with the rank of colonel in the Command Academy graduate, Barbara '69 and Paul '76.

George Hoekstra '49

Maurice Visscher '22
licly

in a parlor of the

Alumni House on cam-

pus.
Dr. Hoekstra is a family physicianand active
in his church and

M.D. degree from

t-

L

-

community. He holds the
Michigan,

the Universityof

where he was elected to several honor societies.
He served as a medical officer in the U.S. Army
from 1961-65 (two years in Ethiopia) and set
up his Kalamazoo practice in 1961.
He belongs to many professionalorganizations. From 1971-74 he served on the board of
directors of the Michigan Academy of Family
Physicians,and was the organization'sprogram chairmanfor their annual state-wide
meeting for three consecutive years. A
member of two hospitalstaffs, he served as
chairman of the Borgess Hospital Department
of Family Practice during four terms in the
1960's.
A former presidentof the Kalamazoo
Academy of Medicine, he was elected to their
board in 1978.
Hoekstra is a member of Haven Reformed
Church of Kalarrtazoo, where he has served
regularlyas an elder, beginning in 1962. He
was the church's education chairmanin the
1960's, evangelism and outreach chairmanin
the 1970's, and frequently taught Bible and
catechism classes. In 1967 he was a short-term
medical missionary to Ethiopia.
He is a former board member, education
chairman, board presidentand vice-president
of North Christian Elementary School and

Dr. Visscher,an internationally-recognized
physiologist,is a regents' professorat the Universityof Minnesota, where he earned his
Ph.D. and M.D. degrees in four years. He
began his career at Minnesotain 1936 as head
of the department of physiology.
His work in cardiac energy metabolism is a
foundation for the modern techniques of cardiovascularsurgery. Colleagues cite as his
greatestaccomplishmenthis studiesof the
transport of materials across membranes, especially the mucosa of the intestine. His brilliant
research formed the base of his teaching,and
his students have achieved great distinction in
the field of cardiovascularsurgery. Among
them is the famous heart transplantsurgeon
Christiaan Barnard.
He has written over 300 scientificarticles
and approximately 200 miscellaneous articles
of opinion, information and observationson
science,,medical information, politics and
other topics.
Throughout his distinguishedcareer,
Visscher has been an outspoken and active citizen. Among his lifelong concerns are academic
freedom and free speech, internationalexchanges of learning, conservation,politicalaction, war and peace, and humanitarianism. Because his research depended on live animals, he
D. Ivan Dykstra, professor of philosophy
was a prominentfoe of anti-vivisectionists,
and Hope's seniormost faculty member, will
particularly during the 1920's and 1930's.
retire at the close of the current academic year
He holds membership in many professional in May. Dr. Dykstra has served the College for
organizationsand has been a force in a number over three decades and has been one of its most
of societies which publish scientific research
prominent facultyrepresentatives.
articles. Of special significancehas been his
Merold Westphal, chairmanof the philosolong associationwith the National Society of phy department, voiced the sentiments of
Medical Research as a founder, a board
many when, during the Winter Homecoming
member for 20 years, and president from
luncheon, he pointed out that "although
Dykstra will have successors,he will never be
replaced."Another colleague.Professor
Emeritus of English John Hollenbach, describes Dykstra as "already one of Hope's living legends."
Dykstra joined the Hope facultyin 1947,
serving first as professor of Greek. He was
Harvey Blankespoor, associate professorof
appointed professorof philosophy in 1950 and
biology at Hope, has become a leading expert chaired the departmentuntil 1977.
on the problem. He will serve as faculty advisor
Throughout his career at Hope, Dykstra has
to the students.
been an articulate analyst of the liberal arts
The research proposal was written by
education process.During the years 1964-79
Chris Campbell, a senior from Ann Arbor,
thousands of Hope freshmen came under his
Mich.
tutelagein one of the College'stwo required
"The solutionto the problem of swimmers' introductionto liberal studiescourses. Dykitch will require research beyond the bound- stra'scourse,Philosophy 113, used as its base a
aries of a single discipline," said Campbell.
book of readings, "The Human Enterprise,"
The research team will consist of students which Dykstra himself developed. For most of
majoring in biology, chemistry, geology,
its life. Philosophy 113 was a very large lecture
mathematicsand public health.
class. Despite the fact that he faced groups of
"We hope our research will lead to a quicker hundreds, "D. Ivan," as he was affectionately
solution of a problem that has a negative effect known on campus, managed to learn — and reon the tourist industry in Michigan,"said
member years later — the names of most of his
Campbell. "This industry is having enough
students.
hardships because of the energy crisis that it
Dr. Hollenbach, who like Dykstra worked
doesn't need the added burden of giving
for and witnessed several curriculum reforms
tourists a bad experience and scaring them
at Hope, says that it was "perhaps inevitable,

Hope Students Receive
Summer Research Grant
Hope College studentshave been awarded a
$15,334 National Science Foundation (NSF)
grant to undertake an interdisciplinary summer researchproject into the malady known as
"swimmers

itch."

The Student-Originated Studies program is
unique in that it is designed to provide teams of
college students with experience in independent, self-directed study in which they initiate,
plan and direct their own researchwith minimal supervision.
Hope is the only Michigan private college to
be funded. Students at Michigan State University received an $11,667 grant to conduct research of skin grafts.

Members of the Hope College sciencefaculty and student body have for a number of
years been conducting research into schistosome cercarial dermatitis,a parasite that infests lakes and subsequently causes the human

D. Ivan Dykstra Approaches
Last Philosophy Lecture

2
x
o

philosophers,that D. Ivan would be at the
-n
center of the curriculum analysisand reform
during his long career at Hope." Hollenbach
notes that some of Dykstra's earlier statements
3.
about the presuppositionsand goals of Hope as
a Christian liberal arts college have continued
00
to shape the college program and are still to be
found in the current literature of the College.
"He was destined to be a teacher,"Hollenbach continues,"but he worked at it too. Dapper, pipe smoker, an actor behind the lecture
podium, he loved his role as sage, mentor,
elucidator,and especially disconcertingprodder. He v^as as facile with words as he was
with ideas. He relished turning a neat phrase,
giving dramatic illustration, posing an audacious question."
"For many student generations, Ivan has
been a legendary figure on the campus," noted
Provost David G. Marker. "One finds in his
person a generous mix of dignity,humor, insight, skepticism,knowledge, wisdom and

O

faith."

Dykstra's skills at rhetoric made him a popuspeaker in the Holjand area, and in 1977 he
was one of 1,200 U.S. community leaders invited to Washington,D.C. to assist in the formation of a nationwide bipartisian committee
of Americans in favor of ratification of the
Panama Canal Treaties.
In 1970 he receivedone of Hope's first DistinguishedAlumnus Awards and last spring he
was named Hope's Outstanding ProfessorEducator (H.O.P.E. award winner) for 1979.
Dykstra and his wife Kathryn have two sons .
Brian teachesmusic at the College of Wooster
in Ohio and Darrell teaches history at Western
lar

I

scene
campus

College Admissions
by Philip A. Fredrickson

Dean

for

Richard Moll has written a book entitled.
Playing the Private College Admissions Game
(Times Books, New York, N.Y.) and even
though it was only copyrighted in 1979, it has
already had a second printing.The book is an
attempt to share insider talk on private college
admissions with outsiders; essentially, a howto book.
Even though Hope does not do all of the
things that Moll suggests in his book, there is
much for a young person (high school age) and
parents to glean from this book. It does give
some of the basics as to what a high school
student should do before an application is submitted to an institution and then some pointers
on the essentials of the "essay" as a part of the
applicationas well as the interview with an
admissions officer. The book has chapters on

about the image of Hope College.We are concerned about our recruiting techniques.We are
concerned about the declining rate of 18-21
year olds, especially since our major mission is
to provide a strong liberal arts education in a
residential setting. We are concerned about the
mobility of families, particularly from those
states that have provided us with so many
young people.(Projections for changing numbers in high school graduating classes between
now and 1995 show our major feeder states will
be down anywhere between 31 percent and 42
percent.)
What does this mean to Hope? It means that
we must research new population areas from
which to draw our students.It means that we
cases.
must review our printed material and make
3. Extracurricularactivities— While this is
sure we tell our story accurately. It means that
nice to know, it basically has no effect on
we must have all the help that we can get from
an applicant's acceptance or rejection.
friends and alumni to forward names of pro4. Recommendations— The recommendaspective students.There is no doubt that if we
Vion of a counselor or principal is sought
can get the names of young people and if we can
but an applicantis not rejected if this is
tell the story accurately, Hope College will sell
missing. This recommendationwill be
itself. It will be a challengefor all of us and with
required in "borderline" cases.
God's help, Hope College will continue to be a
Hope does follow many of the recomviable academic institution, offeringa quality
mendationsthat Mr. Moll enumeratesin his liberal arts education in the decades that lie
book. We are concerned about the materials
ahead.
that we send out to you. We are concerned

6. Seek an interview at the admissions office. Hope agrees.We would like to have
an interview with every applicant but we
know that is impracticalwith budget re-

Why Hope?

straints.

7. Apply to a "long-shot" or two, a couple
of "sure bets," and at least one "safety."
Hope only partially agrees. A student
needs to find the proper match between
college and self, and being accepted by a
"long shot" may not make a good match.
8. Spend time, effort and imagination on
the application.Hope strongly agrees.
While the number is not great (a rough
guess is 1.0 to 1.5 percent),the essays
written by some applicantsdo little if
anything to enhance the application. Essays should show the college how exceptional the student is.
"Who gets in?" The college is now looking
at the candidate. It is important to note that
how rigidly requirements are followed will depend on the scale of selectivity.The further one
descends this scale, the more relaxed the requirements will be. What is in the academic
evaluation?
1. Courseload — Hope looks at English,
math, social science, natural science, foreign language, and a few businesscourses
(non-skill).

Alyca K. Kerr, a Hope College junior from
Midland, Mich., has been awarded an honorable mention prize in a nationwide essay contest
for college students. The contest was sponsored
by The Christian Herald Magazine and winners were announced in the Oct:, 1979 issue.
An excerpt of Kerr's essay was printedand her
photograph appeared.
The contest theme was "How I Chose my
Collegfe." Kerr's essay entitled "Show Me,
I'm From Missouri" placed her among the top
22 finalistsand won her a $50 cash prize and a
year's subscriptionto The Christian Herald.
Kerr first heard about the contest in a Hope
writing class. Barbara Mezeske, teaching associate in English, announced the contest to
her studentsand urged them to enter. A Dean's
List student,Kerr was interested in chemistry
as a freshman.She has since become an
economics/English major.
Kerr's essay is printed with permission of
The Christian Herald.

2. Grades — "The past is the best prologue
to the future."A consistentlystrong reI
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xplore the possibilitiesof a
allege education through
classroom experiences,extra
curricular activities,and free time.
You will live in college housing on
a college schedule and learn from
college professors. Gaining a
greater knowledge of yourself and
your abilities, you will be better
prepared to make a decision about
college
olFe< in the future.

Morning classes are offered in
various academic areas, career
planning, campus life, and college

Elxplorientation ’80, for high

TRAVEL:

school students who have
completed their sophomore or
junior year, begins Sunday
evening, July 27, and continues
through Saturday, August 2.

_

Please send

NAME

me

ADDRESS
CITY

_

PHONE

£

admissions. Free time allows for
trips to Lake Michigan, theatre
productions,Christian Fellowship,
and use of Hope’s new physical
education center.

Special arrangements
being planned.

_

SEND THIS COUPON FOR

COMPLETE INFORMATION

details about Explorientation’80

rational shopper.

RF.V.

During this career as a college-shopper,I
amassed reams of literature, analyzed countless x/student ratios, and listened to symphonies of well meant advice.Such information was mentally filed and sometimes drawn
upon. Altogether I compiled data from over

.ZIP

In 1980-81, 1 will be a
high school junior ( ) senior

.

SFNO TO

I chose Hope.
Probably too convinced of the enormityof
the pending decision — attempting to select an
environmentin which I could mature physically, emotionally, socially, spiritually, and
intellectually— I was determined to make a
wise and objective choice. Let a younger
brother or sister pack up and travel 850 miles to
the unseen campus of Mom and Dad's alma
mater. Not me. Not only would I accept nothing unseen, I would allow no sentimentalityto
influencemy decision. I was in the market for a
collegeeducation and I set out to be a smart,

Tuition, board, room for
the week, $100.00.

.

I

why

COST:

STATE.

campus

chose Hope College
on those grounds would be facetious. Actually,
citing a respectedChemistry Department, new
gymnasium, or comfortable size is little better.
But these reasonscontain enough legitimacyto
satisfy ninety-fivepercentof the polite inquirers and have become my pat answers to the
familiarquery, "What made you choose
Hope?" Yet while socially satisfactory, my responses do not begin to tell the story of how or
architecture, but toclaim

u.

No 'Game'

cord is best, but if that is questionable,
then the most recent grades.
3. Class Rank — This helps to make a grade
point average more intelligible,to help
put the grades in context with the averages of other students.
4. Tests — not a single means of appraisal
but a supplementto the above listed items.
Hope has them all.
The personal evaluation includes:
1. An essay — a candidate'schance to emphasize "what is important to me." This
is required of everyone and regrettably,
sometimes poorly done.
2. The interview — Hope suggeststhe use of
this but only requires it in extenuating

Admissions

candidateslooking at the colleges, the colleges
looking at the candidates,and then why colleges and students must flaunt themselves.
Does Hope play the game? Does Hope look
like all the other colleges?Does it do things
differently?There is no question but that any
collegein existence,public or private,is involved in the recruiting of students.Many are
follow-the-leadertypes, waiting to see what
works well for others. A few are on the cutting
edge, trying to lead the way to increase the pool
of applicantsin a now decliningcollege-age
population. Some, no matter what they do,
will not survive to the end of the century because of many mitigating circumstances.
Where does Hope fit in all of this? Is it typical
or atypical?Is it a contrast to what Moll is
saying in his book?
Mr. Moll's recommendationsto young
people are:
1. See the guidance counselor early to talk
candidly about where your secondary
school record puts you vis-a-vis "selective level" of college to be considered.
Hope agrees.
2. Write directly to colleges that interest
you for informative material. Hope
agrees.
3. Study the materials sent. Hope agrees
and spends time, effort and money preparing materials to be informative and
not entertaining.
4. Talk with hometown friendsabout the
institutions that interest you. Hope
agrees. Our currently enrolled students
are outstanding "recruiters."
5. Visit the colleges that interest you most.
Hope agrees. One of our best "recruiters" is the campus visitation.

Is

lone College.Holland.Mich. 49423
PETER SEMELYH Hcj^Collsa
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twenty colleges in five different states, enabling me to narrow the field considerably.Two
small liberal arts colleges in Michigan eventually became the favored candidates.
At this point, I was as insistent as a Missou-
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chapels,and more. Each collegenot only
showed me its facilities,but introduced me to
its people, who crucially influenced my final
selection . The tone of an institution, the atmosphere it projected, was largely determined by
its students,faculty, and administrativestaff.
In this respect, Hope surpassed its competition.
The pride in a campus tour guide'svoice, the
willingnessof students to displaytheir rooms
before gawking eyes, the friendly "hello's"
from strangers as I toured campus were not lost
on me. I also noted the attitudes of the chemistry professorwho enthusiastically took time to
explainhis researchset-up to a high school kid
and the admissions officer who added personal
notes to the mimeographed forms. I visited
many colleges that emphasized their Christian
affiliation,but Hope's people were outstanding
in practicing what they preached.
My final decision was not quite as scientific
or objective as I'd intended,but I was satisfied
that it was the right one. After all, I wanted
more than a college education and experience:I
wanted to enjoy my four year stay. While I
knew that much of my happiness was up to me,
I also recognizedthat interaction with others is
important. The sincerity and warmth of its
people spoke more highly of Hope than any
statisticscould. All else comparable, 1 wanted a
school with people like them.
I expendeda great deal of time and effort
during my college-shoppingdays. Some aspects I had to investigatemyself; some I was
glad to receive help with. 1 appreciatedand
accepted guidance from my family, minister,
high school staff, friends, and college students.
But I knew all along that I was responsiblefor
the final decision, subject only to parental veto.
Happily, my choice was accompaniedby my
t. They feel, as I
parents approval and support.
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Revitalize Voorhees
Alumnae who were residentsof Voorhees
Hall during their undergraduateyears ate
spearheading

a

campaign to

raise funds for re-

storing the building as a residence hall for

women.
The Board

during May.
The building has already taken on a fresh
College officials report that approximately look with the installation of new windows. Re$190,000 has already been contributed or
storation will begin in earnest after the end of
pledged toward the project. The College rethe school year when academic departments
tation of all

alumni

cently received
of Trustees last fall voted to re-

store Voorhees. The building has not been

used

when it was
deemed unsafe by the state fire marshal.
Marian Anderson Stryker '31 is heading a
group of alumnae who have been working with
college officials in planning the restoration and
campaign to raise the necessary funds.
The campaign, to be known as "Revitalize
Voorhees,"was launched this month. A solicias a residence hall since early 1969

a

will occur

$100,000

gift

toward the proj-

from the Herrick Foundation of Tecumseh,
Mich.
"Each time that the Herrick Foundationhas
ect

given a gift to the College, it has come when
we vitally needed it in order to initiate an
important project for the development of our
campus," said President Gordon Van Wylen.

He noted

that the Herrick

Foundation gave

strategic gifts toward construction of the

Dow

Health and Physical Education Center and enlargement of the Phelps Hall dining room.

currently using the building can be relocated.

The

project is expected to be

completed by the

spring of 1981.

Voorhees was constructed in 1907
$40,183.

Its

renovation

is

at a cost

of

expected to cost $1.2

million.
It will

Van Vleck Hall, the

campus, was renovated
hall for

>

be the second major renovation of a

building of historical importance to the College.
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oldest building
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year as
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A Configuration
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comprehensive peace in the Middle East the objective or the obstacle?
Was Camp David a step toward or away from peace?
Is

the U.S. for its recent turnabout position on United

Organization a last resort or a premise?
Can the U.S. maintain a steadfastalhance to Israel while also developing relationships with other
Middle East countries?
Is the violence of the Palestine Liberation

Hope studentsand

faculty were exposed to these

and

other crucial issues from several perspectives during the

all-campus Critical Issues Symposium on Thurs13. Three major speakers presentedlectures
on the general theme, “The Configuration of Peace in
the Middle East," and a variety of workshops in the
morning and afternoon addressedspecific aspects of the
issues. Classes were cancelled for the day.
The Critical Issues Symposium fulfilled a goal Hope
PresidentGordon Van Wylen has held for a number of
first

day,

years. This goal called for the exploration of an issue as a

community. The first CriticalIssues Symposium was planned by a student-faculty-administration
committee.
A follow-upquestionnairesent to a randomly-selected
sampling of the campus community indicated that over
60% of those who responded had participated in some
total College

No

Symposium.

clear-cut configurationof peace emerged from the

day, according to questionnaireresults. "I got ideas
about the wide gap between the two sides and the tremendous amount of work yet to be done," commented
one respondent.Several thought the issue was too big for
the format. “People have spent their lives studying this
area, and don't understand it. . . How can we contribute to real understanding of the problem in such a short
time?" asked one participant.
On the positive side, however, an overwhelming
majority (nearly 80%) said they felt they had gained a
better understanding of the Middle East as a result of the
symposium and almost half said their opinions about the
Middle East had been changed during the course of the
day. Many responded favorably to the idea of making a
Critical Issues Symposium an annual campus event.
The event was sponsored by Hope College with support from the Student Congress, the Michigan Council
for the Humanities, and the Louis and Helen Padnos
Education Fund of Holland.

Nations SecurityCouncil Resolution465 which conIsraeli settlements. He likened U.S. foreign policy in this instance to "an elephant in a china shop."
The Camp David Peace Treaty, Maksoud said, was "a
step away from peace" and Egypt's PresidentSadat's
signing of it was an act of "wishful thinking replacing
factual assessments."The concept of autonomy, he said,
is "an administrative formula which negates the nationhood of a nation. . .
"A peace which legitimizes injustice is a vulnerable
peace."
Maksoud justified the Palestine Liberation Organization as a group which uses violence as "an option of the
last resort" and said that liberation movements throughout past and recent history have been denounced as
"terrorist" by their opposition.
Maksoud, who worked closely with U.N. Secretary
General Kurt Waldheim in choosing members of the
recently-returned
U.N. Commission to Iran, said his
"gut feeling" was that the Iranian situation is not hopeless. He said "there are certain signs" of hope.
He received rousing applause from his Hope audience
when he noted the need for U.S. patience:
"The U.S. must recognize the fundamental difference
between a big power and a great power. A big power is
eager to use force. A great power shows rational restraint
in the face of the most provocativeof acts."

demned

I

.

March

aspect of the Critical Issues

Peace

a

THE AMERICAN VIEW

.

Morris Draper
While Israeli-Arab peace

is

desirable, it is "no panacea

for the U.S.," Rosenbaum stressed. He said the U.S.
must place prime importance on seeking protection of its

own interests — "to defend ourselvesand our friends
from the encroachment of adversaries." "Pandering to
Arabism" defeats U.S. interests, he claimed,and the
U.S. must come to recognize the polarity of the region
and that some countries are clearly adversaries to U.S.
interests.

Rosenbaum condemned the

Palestine Liberation

A comprehensive peace is the only means of
assuring Israel'ssecurity and containingthe threat
of Soviet encroachment in the Middle East, said
Morris Draper, Deputy to the AssistantSecretaryof
State for Near Eastern and South Asian Affairs.
Many countries in the region, notably Saudi Arabia,
have "the underlying understanding that the U.S. will
not allow outside intervention,"said Draper.
Strong, long-term influence in the rapidly changing
Middle East is not only vital to the U S ., it is also " in the
best interest" of the countries involved. Draper claimed,
because the U.S.'s "basic respect for the independence of
.

Or-

1

ganizationas "incapableof making peace with Israel."
He endorsed the Camp David approach of "pragmatism,
give-and-takeand reconciliation" as the means to peace
and stressed the importance of open negotiations.
The U.S. has been too intimidated by the threat of oil
embargo and economic dislocation, by Rosenbaum's
analysis.
"We can't continue on the basis of broadcastingamthe enemy of diplomacy."
asked for a reaction to the U.S. vote on U.N.
Security Council Resolution 465 in a press conference
prior to his address, Rosenbaum said it had "some negative effect" on America's peace-making abilities, adding
that "the demeanor of American policy is as important as
its content."

biguity.

{

Ambiguity is

When

THE ARAB-PALESTINIAN VIEW
Integration versus alienation— this is the conflict
which constitutes the roots of tension in the Middle East,
said the Honorable Clovis Maksoud, Permanent Observer to the United Nations for the Arab League and the
prime conveyor of the Arab viewpoint in the U.S.
Tensions in the region are often misunderstood as
conflicts exclusively involving territory and/or matters
of religious faith. The basic conflict,however, is one of
values, Maksoud said — the Arabs seek to assess what
unites them with others, while Israel seeks separation.
Aaron Rosenbaum
Israel is guilty of manipulating for its own advantage a
collectiveguilt which Western Europe and the U.S. bear
THE ISRAELI VIEW
in response to the fate of Jews under Nazi Germany,
The U.S. must accept as reality that "comprehensive Maksoud said. Israel insulates itself from criticism, he
peace in the Middle East is at this time unattainable," continued, by indicating to the West that past crimes
against the Jews will not be brought up provided no
said Aaron Rosenbaum, Director of Research for the
questions are asked about current Israeli actions. This
American Israel Public Affairs Committee, the only
unspoken agreement has made it hard for Palestinians
registered lobbying group which works on behalf of
and the U.S. to "get on the same wave length,"he said.
legislation and other congressionalaction affectMaksoud vehementlydenounced recent Israeliseting Israel.
tlements, particularly in East Jerusalem, claiming that
Speaking on behalf of the American-Jewish commuthe historical,cultural and spiritual associations of the
nity, Rosenbaum said that a comprehensive peace would
Jewish people do not give them the right to politically
not achieve stabilityin the Middle East nor would it end
ongoing conflictsin the region , such asjhalammmdli-

Clovis
these countries
the Soviet

is

so

Maksoud

much more

established than that of

Union."

Israel's buildingof settlementsis "a key obstacle to
peace" which has resulted in "frank censure" from the
U.S., Draper said. However, at the same time, he reaffirmed the strength of U.S./Israelirelations,saying that
dialogue between the two nations is "like between two
brothers" and is "so intimate, so candid, that it is exceeded only by perhaps our dialoguewith Britain."
The U S . has strong economic and military interestsin
the Middle East which hinge upon relations with key
moderates among the Arab States, Draper said.
Dealing with all our goals and objectives is not easy.
.
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Cold War Freezes

1
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By Debra Hall '80

Penrose says he's fortunate to be teaching
courses that are of current interest. The atIn 1957, Larry Penrose was ''just a normal titudes he encounters in students toward the
kid” living on a farm, milking cows and shovel- Soviet Union he describes as fear, hostility and
ing manure every morning and night.
bewilderment. The case of the Middle East is
Then his dad, an agricultural specialist in
"just woefully bad information," biased toanimal husbandry, came home and asked his ward American support of Israel which he
family if they'd like to go to Iran.
works steadily to "convert to, at minimum, an
The family couldn'tfind any reason not to evenhanded position"based on historical facts.
go — so his dad accepted a job offer as an
"My baseline responsibility is. providing
agricultural developerand the family moved to
good information," said Penrose, "and then
Tehran for two years.
the student has to go from there."
During that time, Penrose attended and
Penrose's method of teaching aims toward
graduated from the American Christian
forcing his students to make ethical and moral
School.
choices based on objective material.Good in"While there, I couldn't help but become
formation makes for better choices.Students
interestedand fascinated with the whole
who enter the Soviet Union class with certain
thing," he said. "Iran and the Middle East."- prejudices may or may not leave the class with
After graduation,he decided to enlist in the the same attitudes.
Army, go to the Army Language School, and
"But prejudice confirmed by such a learning
hope to get sent to Persia. But his parentshad
process has to be acceptable,"said Penrose. "If
other ideas. Upon their request he went to
you wind up feeling the same way that you did
college for a year but "blew it." Then he enwhen you came into the class, that's fine. That
listed and passed the army language aptitude means that you've made some more informed
test. He was give a choice of learning Russian choices.
or Vietnameseand chose Russian.
"I think in general,people leave the Soviet
After serving in the Army, he enrolled at
Union class, for instance, with a greatersymPortland State University,which, at that time pathy for the Russian people by way of underhad the only undergraduate Middle East area standing the historical process that got them to
studies program in the U.S.
the point they are now. That need not carry
He ended up studying Arabic while main- with it approval of the Soviet system."
taining his interest in Middle Eastern history.
Teaching demands of Penrose constant reviRussian and Arabic became a part of his
sion of notes and lectures. The intellectual chalgraduate school studies.
lenge of staying current means that he doesn't
"It is apparent that where Russia and the
teach the same thing every semester. Goals in
Middle East meet is Central Asia, culturally the classroom change as intellectual emphases
Turkic," he said. "So in graduate school I de- change.
cided to focus on that area and do Turkic
Goals outside the classroom also change. In
studies."
1974 Penrose and his family lived in the Soviet

Heearned his master'sfrom Indiana Univer966. With only his dissertation left to
do in the doctorate program at Indiana, he
decided to try the teaching market.
"I sat down and looked at a map of the
United States and selected geographicallyacceptable areas,"he said. "I must have sent out
about 100 inquiries, and Hope responded by
saying that they had a one-year opening."
"Geographically acceptable"areas are determined by the quality of trout fishing and
hunting in the area.
sity in

1

Penrose notes that one of the great ironies of
American higher educationis that for the most
part, none of the educators are trained as
teachers. Yet, for the past 10 years, he's been
teaching courses on the Middle East, Russia
and the Soviet Union, China, the. Russian language, and Modern EuropeanCivilization.
Penrose believesthat in his classes there's a
"civilizing" process going on.
"There's a certain amount of information
that a literatemember of the Western tradition
ought to possess," said Penrose. "Nobody
ought to get out of an intro class not knowing
about the French Revolution.

Union for 10 months. Penrose was granted an
IREX (InternationalResearch and Exchanges
Board) fellowshipto pursue personal research,
to his Ph.D., awarded in 1975. In
1978 a second grant provided the opportunity
to go back and continue his research. At the last
minute, the Soviet authorities refusedhis project. The goal of his research,a book on
Russo-Chinese trade relations in the 17th century, now has a somewhat uncertain future.
"This has been a rough period for me professionally,"said Penrose. "It is as if a scientist
had had his lab locked and the key thrown

which led

away.
"I've had to face the possibility that

I

cannot

get back to the primary sources I need. It's a

hard thing to accept."

Mrs. Penrose, an Ottawa County CETA
administratorwho is doing her Ph.D. at the
University of Michigan, was also obliged to
abandon her own researchinterest in comparative vocationaleducation systems.
The Penroses were in Moscow, Leningrad,
and Ashkhabad. Seven months of their time
were spent in the provincial capitalof the Uzbek

Republic,Tashkent, where Penrose worked in
rarely libraries and archives at Tashkent State Unienough achieved in a freshman class,is to assist versityand the Institute of Oriental Studies.
them to learn how to make fine distinctions
His researchinvolved spending hours in the
well— -to manipulate good information,and to archives reading Turkic manuscripts, specifiextract from it meaningful conclusions," he
cally a book written by a 17th century Khan of
"I suppose

my highestgoal, which

is

said.

His presence in the classroom commands
attention. Rarely stayingbehind a podium, his
lectures flow like the comfortable strides he
takes across the front of the room. Occasionally he'll stop to re-light his pipe, seeming as
absorbed in that action as he is in the tales of
young Russian revolutionaries
dying for their
freedom. He doesn't lecture, he tells. Often he
asks students to put down their pencils or pens
to just listen.
"I don't think I've ever appeared to be bored

Khiva (Central Asia). The manuscript contains
mixed with history,folk poetry
and straight history.
epic folklore

"I read through it once and was impressed
with the historical potential. Maybe he really
could explain a lot of things that are vague
about CentralAsian Turkic history,"said Penrose.

Getting to the manuscripts meant establishing a relationshipwith the archivist which
meant sitting down every morning, drinking
tea for an hour or so until someone said,
"Well, we've got to get to work, what do you
want to see today?"

classroom,he said. "I find teaching very
rewarding in a emotional and psychological
sense. There's a constant renewal of meeting
"I'd say this manuscript or that, and probanew people and getting into the material
bly by about 11:30 I'd get started and.then take
again.
about a two o'clock lunch break," said Penrose.
“I really can't rate myself," he said, "but I
"Everything stops. All doors are locked, all
would say that as long as I am rewarded by it,
lights are turned off and everyone goes down to
then somethingmust be going right. Oththe common lunch room. Or sometimeswe'd
in a

work in."
The purpose in reading the manuscripts was
to establish a criticaltext of the Khan's book,
that is, reconstructingan "original" on the
basis of many manuscripts. His main purpose
in this was to decide whether the Khan's historical information was reliable.
For Penrose, the rewards in spending the
endless hours are the moments of insight and
understanding that may come just when he
feels he can't go any further.
"Things click into place," he said, snapping '
his fingers, "And that's a very exciting thing."
The Penroses were determined to have a
good experience.It wasn't a "grim determination to have a fun kind of thing;" rather they
decided to look upon it as a great adventure.
They weren't going to slip into paranoia,but
they were going to obey all the rules and assume that someone was keeping tabs on them.
Penrose said it wouldn't have been difficult to
follow them as they were the only Americans
in Central Asia. They even found it humorous.
"Every single night at dinner this friendly
little T. V. repairman would come and ask if he
could check out the set to see if it was receiving
properly," said Penrose. "We'd sit him down,
and give him a cup of tea or glass of wane. We
got to know him very well.
"But I don't have any doubt that his job was
I'd get about four hours of actual

that most of the social friendshipswere

They spent twice as much time

made.

as Penrose in

social situations.

Penrose said that their friendsin Tashkent
were pleasedthat an American would come and
do Turkilogicalresearch.The Central Asians,
the Turkmen, in general, resent the control the
Russians have exerted over the archives.
"The Russians were a little bit amused, I
think, that an American would be over there
playing around in their Orientalists' bathtub,"
said Penrose.
The time that Penrose spent in the Soviet
Union was "during the best years of detente."
The years since have brought with them a cooling trend. It was becoming increasinglydifficult to sustain low level exchanges, such as
availableunder the IREX treaty. This was
made evident with the unexplained cancellation of some scholarlyexchanges in 1978.
"I know that it is going to be increasingly
difficult to do the kind of thing I want to do
because what I'm involved in includes questions of 17th and 18th century Russo-Chinese
relations,"said Penrose, "and the Soviets are
extremely sensitive about that."
Yet Penrose is somewhat heartened by the
fact that even in the worst of the Cold War
there were still exchanges.
But until the intellectual challenge abroad
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Swimmers Are

o

loss, as the

Dutchmen bowed

to Calvin

First

W0x

66-54

right after the holiday break.

Things jelled thereafteras the Dutchmen
home fans and gained the respect of
crowds on the road with several key victories,
including a convincing 65-57 triumph over
Calvin in the return match at the Civic Center
before a screaming, capacity audience.The win
snapped a string of 22 consecutivelosses to the
Knights.
Another key game was a first-ever Winter
Homecoming victory over Albion 59-53 before
a near-capacitycrowd.
Junior guard Scott Benson of Cadillac, Mich,
earned all-MIAA first team honors while
sophomore forward Matt Neil of Hastings,
Mich, was named to the second team.
Benson finishedthird in scoring in the
MIAA with an 18.0 points per game average.
Sophomore guard Rick Reece of Maple City,
Mich, led the MIAA in free throw shooting at
83% while Neil was fourth in field goal perthrilled the

centage at 56%.
Benson was elected the team's most valuable
player while Reece was voted most improved.
Benson and junior John Sutton of Kalamazoo,
Mich, were elected co-captainsfor 80-81.
Mike Letherby. a freshman from Kentwood,
Mich., was voted most valuable player on the
jayvee basketballteam while Mike Howley, a
freshman from FarmingtonHills, Mich, and
Paul Lubbers, a freshman from Sheboygan,
Wis., were elected co-most improved.

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
Hope

Sophomore Deanna Palladino was league diving champ.
The

women's Michigan Intercollegiate
Athletic Association championshipever won
by a Hope College team highlighteda successfirst

ful winter sports season.

Hope also maintained its lead in the MIAA's
which honors the member
school for the best cumulative performance in
all of the league's10 sports for men. Hope
. hasn't won the MIAA all-sports award since
all-sports race

1967-68.
The Flying Dutch captured the

MIAA wom-

en's swimming and diving championshipin
only their second year of intercollegiate competition. The women also had six qualifiers in
eight events for the Division III national
swimming and diving championshipsof the
Association of Intercollegiate Athleticsfor
The men's basketball team also had the camcommunity buzzing as it was a
contender for the MIAA championshipright
up until the final game. The men finished rated
fifth in the NCAA's Great Lakes Regional
which is comprised of 27 schools from Michigan, Ohio and Indiana.During the season the
team was ranked in the nationalNCAA Division III poll.
Through the end of winter competition
pus and Holland

Hope has 51 points in the all-sports competiKalamazoo
41, Albion 38, Alma 37, Olivet 36 and Adrian
tion, followed by Calvin with 43,

22.

WOMEN'S SWIMMING
Hope was host to the season-ending league
meet and celebratedby winning the six team
competition to lay claim to the college's

MIAA

women's championshipin any

first

sport.

The Flying Dutch, under coach John Patnott, had finishedin a tie in dual meet
standings at 4-1 with Albion and Kalamazoo.
Sophomore Leslie Bethards of Okemos,
Mich, was a double winner in the league meet
with gold medals in the 50 and 100 yard
backstroke events while sophomore Deanna
Palladino of Kalamazoo, Mich, won both the
one and three meter diving events. Nancy
VandeWater, a junior from Holland, Mich.,
was league champion in the 200 yard individual
medley.
Hope won both

the 400 and 800 yard frees-

tyle relay events behind the team of Bethards,

W

nationalmeet were
Bethards in the 200 yard, individualmedley,
sophomore Lynn Bufe of Lincolnshire,111. and
Palladinoin three meter diving,Scholten and
Stone in the 200 yard freestyle and VandeWater in the 1,650 yard freestyle. Both the 400
and 800 yard freestyle relay teams also met
national qualifying standards.Hope did not
have any nationalmedal winners, but it was a
good experience to compete at this high level,
Qualifiers for the AIA

according to Patnotf.
The team voted not to give individual honors
at the end of the season in recogrecognitionof
the team effort in winning the MIAA championship.

MEN'S BASKETBALL

Women.

Hope enjoyed its most successfulseason in
more than a decade, finishing runnerup in the

MIAA

finished in a tie for fourth in the

MIAA

standings and posted art overall 7-12 records.
Jody Foy of Midland, Mich, and Lora Hanson of Harrisonburg, Va., both sophomore
guards, finished among the league's top scorers
with 10.6 and 10.5 scoring averages respec-

standings while posting a 16-6 overall

record.

Coach Glenn Van Wieren's Dutchmen were
outstanding in the stretch, winning 12 of their
last 13 games includinga record 10 in-a-row at
. one point.
The season's turning point was actuallya

Senior center Anne Mulder of St. Petersburg, Fla. establishedan MIAA single
game reboundingrecord with 24 in a 56-45
victory over Olivet. She was among the league
leaders in rebounds with an average 11.6 per

game.
Foy was electedthe team's most valuable
player while freshman Margie Deckard of Midland, Mich, was voted most improved. Foy and
sophomore Faye Berens of Hamilton,Mich,
were elected co-captainsfor 80-81.
Mulder was selected recipient of the Barbara
Geeting Memorial Award which is given annually by the women's basketballcoaching staff
on the basis of maximum overall contribution
to the team. Miss Geeting was a 1978 Hope
graduate who died in an automobile accident in
1979.

ago.

Coach John Patnott gets victorydunking

tively.

year

Freshman Mike Schmuker

from champ.

\diia

of Kentwood,

son:

|

Mich, was the MIAA champion in the 200 yard
S
breaststroke while junior Pat Nelis of Holland, elec
Mich . was the only Hope swimmer to be voted whi
to the all-MIAA swim
111.
Nelis was elected the team's most valuabJjKj'wa
member while Tim Jasperse, a junior from EasjJ
Grand Rapids, Mich., was voted most inspira-

team.
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dual meet and finished sixth in the final sea-sonal standings.
yard
Senior Mike Sutton of Shelby, Mich, was
ind, elected most valuable member of the squad
ned while sophomore Peter White of Northbrook,
111. receivedthe team's outstanding wrestler
award and was voted captain of the 80-81 team.
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CHEERLEADING

Sarah Cady, a junior from Hudsonville,
Mich., was elected most valuable member of
f the basketball cheerleadingsquad while Kevin
loir i Kranendonk,a sophomore from Dumont,
1A/1 N.J., was selected most improved.

J
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A few. weeks before Christmas, Title IX
again dominated higher education news when
the Department of Health, Education and Welfare issued a new "policy interpretation"to
clarify the responsibilitiesentailed in providing
equal opportunitiesin intercollegiate athletics.
The guidelineswere prepared to give higher
education more specifics on how to comply
with Title IX, the federal sex discrimination
statute enacted by Congress as part of the Education Amendmentsof 1972.
AlthoughTitle IX has been a pressing issue
on many campuses, Hope Director of Women's Athletics Anne Irwin says there is no controversy on Hope's campus about the new
guidelines.
"Generally, Title IX is causing problems at
big universities,"
Irwin stated. "At a smaller
school,like Hope, compliance isn't such a big
issue because of the nature of our school.Because we don't have separate men's and women's physicaleducation departments but instead have them together in one department,
women's programs aren't so isolated. We're all
working together."
One of the key requirements of the new
policy interpretation
is that colleges and universities must provide "proportionatelyequal"
scholarshipsfor their men's and women's programs. Since Hope offers no athletic
scholarshipsto men or women, this
requirement— a burning issue for some
institutions— does not apply. The new
guidelinesfurther require that "equivalent"
benefits and opportunitiesin sports be offered,
and that the institution effectively identify and
accomodate the athletic interests and abilities
of both male and female students.Irwin indicated that Hope is already in complaince in
these areas.
"We're in really good shape as regards our
women's athletics program. To the best of my
knowledge, our programs are equal. That's
been due to the Hope administration's
willingness to make it happen. I would say that we're
in better shape than any other school in our
league (the MIAA)."
Irwin noted that the budget for women's
sports programshas more than doubled since
she took on the new position of athletic director
for women in 1976. She pointed out that since
Hope women's athletics had so much catching
up to do in recent years, some of their
equipment — practice outfits, for example — is
newer and hence in better shape than that used
by men.
Irwin informed that the physical education
department is presently reworking its course
descriptions. In the future, courses will be described solely in terms of content, with no
designationof applicability to one sex over the
other. Therefore, the currently-offered
"Coaching Men I" will be announcedsimply as
"Techniques of Coaching Track, Cross Country, Wrestling and other Sports." Similarly,
courses now suggested for women will be
available to anyone interested in their content.

at
only area

Hope
of

concern as regards equal treatment

of the sexes at Hope. She hastened to add that

the imbalance of men and

women

faculty

members is a campus-wideproblem (women
have made up approximately 15% of the total
faculty in recent years). She hopes the situa-

improvednot only in her department, but across campus as well.
Is there any problem with a man coaching a
women's team, such as John Patnott did this
year with Hope's championshipwomen's
tion will be

swimming team?
"John's done a great job," says Irwin. "But I
think that if it's possible to give a women's
coaching job to a woman, it should be done."

Soccer Program

Draws

Praise

Hope College was included in

a

feature arti-

cle in the January-February issue of Soccer

World

as an institution that helps student-

maximize their college experience,
both academically as well as athletically.
The magazine, which had a circulation of
approximately 20,000, highlightedthe programs of 27 U.S. and Canadian colleges and
athletes

universities.

Author Robert Campbell

said he picked col-

leges that help students get the

most out of

their college experienceacademicallyas well as
athletically.

Hope was one of five Midwesterncolleges
mentionedand the only institution from
Michigan.
Hope offers 18 intercollegiate spons for men
and women. The college is a member of the
Michigan Intercollegiate AthleticAssociation
(MIAA), the National Collegiate Athletic As-
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An exhibitionof paintingsentitled "HangAround/' by Delbert Michel, associate professor of art, was recently on display throughout the college campus.
The large abstract paintingswere hung in
the Dow Physical Education and Health
Center, the DeWitt Student and Cultural
Center, Phelps Hall, Graves Hall, Peale Science Center, Physics-MathBuilding, and the
Van Zoeren Library.

i

ing

r

The paintingswere created by Michel during
"The exhibitionis a
statement of my belief concerning the relationship between art and life, namely that art
should not necessarilybe isolated in galleries
and museums but rather should be an integral
part of our everyday life," said Michel. "For
this reason I have chosen to place my works in
full view of the campus community in architectural spaces that are public in nature."
a recent sabbatical leave.

IF

THE FRAME

FITS,

.

.

i

.

Michel's paintings,spread across campus,
have prompted mixed reactions.Senior jerry
Welch of Monroe, Mich, decided to try stepping into a picture frame and seeing the world
as art sees it.
hang just outside Phelps Cafeteria, across
. Kind of an earthy
niche for so spiritual creature as I.
I am said to be the creation — "an abstract
landscape"— of one Delbert Michel. Del thinks
that he brought me into being. That's what Del
thinks.
Here comes someone now. He looks to be in
ia hurry: he walks, almost runs, right by me,
most being, Nietzche'sDeath of God without
barely catchingsight of me out of the comer of
Nietzche's sense of possibility and freedom."
his eye, and decides he hasn't time to stop and
My paint nearly ran at these works.
enjoy me. Everyday this young fellow comes
A student stops in front of me, looks. His
for three meals ; never misses a one. And every
eyes, dull and unseeing, move haphazardly
time, he decides he hasn't the time to spend over my surface. I feel cold. "Junk," he mutwith me. He threw his books up on the coat ters. He walks away.
rack, ripped off his jacket, pulled iys I.D. out of
The "condition of modern man" criticsaw
his wallet, disappeared into the cafeteria.
only his own ideas. This person saw nothing at
Last week I had the great misfortune to sufall. I don't know which is worse.
fer the analysis of some pretentiousgenius
Here comes someone else. She has symwho tried to "understand" me. I'm really noth- pathy: I can tell by the look in her eyes. Woning more than a presence of colors and lines for
derful ! She delights in my colors, moves along
people to discoverand explore.Anyway, this
my brush strokes, senses my energy, explores
genius had evidently been reading some art
my space. She lives in my world. Communion.
history or aesthetics. He insisted to his friend
That, by the way, is why I'm here: to comthat I represented,to repeat his very works,
mune with. And that, also by the way, is why
"the tragic condition of modem man: the
Del is an artist, and why I brought him into
moral confusion of Angst, the spiritual chaos being.
that pervades his heart and negates his innerI Art that I Art.
I

from the men's room.

.

.

Pulitzer Composer,

Lead

March

Festival '80

Pulitzer Prize winning composer Norman

Dello Joio highlighted an ambitious Holland
arts festival which involved Hope College

musicians and students from local high
schools. March Festival '80, held March 12-15,
was sponsored by the Holland Community
Chorale. Calvin Langejans '58 served as project
director.

m

Alumnus

Arts

New York

Philharmonic Orchestra.
Dello Joio is considereda giant in contemporary music as one who possesses an uncommon
faith in "the public that listens."
"Many composers seem to change attitudes
according to what is stylish, or seemingly
stylish,"he has observed. "So much of the
time the result has been, for me, far removed
from what anyone can possibly digest from the
ear alone. I think there is a growing return to
the idea that you take the troubleto put notes
on paper in order to communicate with somebtidy."
Bom in New York City in 1913, Dello Joio is
descended from three generations of Italian
church organists. At 14 he was an organistand
choir director. He attended Juilliard Graduate
School, then Yale. He has become a distinguished teacher at the School for the Arts,
Boston University.

Dello Joio conducted clinics and rehearsals
with Hope instrumentalists,giving them the
exciting and valuableexperienceof his personal
involvement. Much of his most frequentlyperformed compositions were written for band,
and the Hope Concert Band has performed
many of these works in past years.
As part of March Festival '80, the Concert
Band, the Orchestra and the Collegium
Musicum performed Dello Joio's works in concert and had the privilege of performing under
the directionof this talentedcomposerconductor of national significance.
He has composed in all forms — symphonic,
Highlighting the concert was the perforchoral, chamber, dance and opera. His extenmance of Dello Joio's "The Mystic Trumpe- sive work for television includes the Emmy

mm

Calendar
April

18
19

20
24-26
25

26
27

Hope College Band Concert; DeWitt Cultural Center, 8 P.M.
Music DepartmentSenior Recital : Twy lia Taylor, flutist& Woodwind Quintet; Wichers Auditorium,8 P.M.
Concert: Hope College Chapel Choir; Dimnent Chapel, 8 P.M.
Dance VI; DeWitt Cultural Center, 8 P.M.
Music DepartmentFaculty Recital: Larry Malfroid, guitarist; Wichers Auditorium, 8 P.M.
Music DepartmentSenior Recital: Leslie Daniels, soprano; Dimnent Chapel, 8 P.M.
Concert: Hope Colege Band & Holland High School Band; Holland High
Auditorium, 3 P.M.
"Requiem" by Gabriel Faure; Dimnent Chapel, 8:00 P.M.

May

1
2
3

Concert: Hope College Orchestra ; with winners of student auditions
Chapel, 8 P.M.
Opera Workshop Scenes; DeWitt Cultural Center, 8 P.M.
Opera Workshop Scenes, DeWitt Cultural Center, 8 P.M.

For further information contact Hope College 616-392-5111

;

Dimnent

Upward Bound
Upward Bound, a U.S. Government/Hope
College sponsored program begun in the
1960's, is seeking a new image for the 80's on
the Hope campus and in the Holland community. Al Gonzales, newly-appointed director,
emphasizes that the program,which is designed to bolster a low-incomestudent's
academic skillsand aspirations, must not be
based on a strictly "do for" philosophy. Gonzales stresses instead the notion of "mutual
responsibility."
"We as a program assume certain responsibilitiesof providing the necessary tools, resources and staff towards meeting the educational and personal needs of the student," he
says. "On the other hand, the student accepts
the responsibility for attendingall classes, participating in all program activities,demonstrating measurable academic achievement, and respectingthe rights and opinions of others."
This mutual responsibility base has meant
that on occasion Gonzales has rejected a student recommended to Upward Bound or dismissed a student already enrolled in the program.
"The student doesn't earn any high school
credits by participating in Upward Bound during the regular school year. (Some credits

may

be earned in the two summer sessions.) In a
sense, it's just added work," Gonzales notes.
"Some students say, directly or indirectly, T
don't need this.' The first question we ask students is. Why do you want to be in Upward
Bound ? It's very important for all of us to know
why the student is here."
Upward Bound programs were designed to
reach low-incomehigh school students who
have academic potential but have not, for any
number of reasons, achieved scholastically and
are, therefore,unlikely candidatesfor posthigh school education or trainingprograms.
Upward Bound strives to upgrade the
academic skills of such students (who on the
average, fall 2 ‘A -3 grade levels behind in
academic performance tests) . The goal of the
program is the successfulcompletion of high
school, followed by admission to a college,
universityor vocational- school.All Upward
Bound teachers are certifiedand experiencedin
teaching a wide range of students.
During the academic year, approximately 70
9-12th grade Upward Bound students gather
two evenings each week on the Hope carhpus.
Students are tested to determine individual
areas of academic weakness. Hope alumna
Nancy Bennett '76 Page is responsiblefor this
component of the program. Student needs are
then addressed in classes and tutoring sessions.
Personalcounselingis also an important part of
the program and a full-time counselor,A. Edward Sosa, is employed. Gonzales shares in the
counseling load. Jean Lineweaver '77
Schroeder is also a staff member.
The main thrust of Upward Bound is
academic, Gonzales emphasizes, but the program is rounded out by field trips, monthly
Saturday seminars, and social and competitive
sports events.

Two

residential

Upward Bound programs

occur each summer. PASA is a seven-week
program for 9-12th graders,and CLEAR is
designed for high school graduates who plan to
enroll in a college or universityin the fall.
Upward Bound has been offered at Hope
since the summer of 1969. The program is
established within the administrativestructure
of the College.Hope provides in-kind services
(office space, use of College’s computer, etc.)
and also picks up the small portion of costs not
covered by the federal government.According
to Gonzales, this close integrationwith the
College is an essential factor if the program is
to succeed.
Gonzales enthusiastically describesUpward
Bound as "a part of the very positive role which
Hope College plays in the life of the (Hollandarea) community.”At the same time, he points
out that the program offers rewards for both
Hope and Holland.
For example, the program affords Hope a
good chance to attract minority students, a goal
to which the College has attachedgreat importance in recent years.

Student Potential

T aps
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participants.

"Many

times those dealing with studentsof
marginal academic standing overuse negative
euphemisms, like 'culturally deprived,' "Gonzales remarks. "We need to appreciate the other extremes the studentsbrings
into the classroom, to uncover the student's
strengths. For example, many of them are very
mature and resourcefulfor their age."
Gonzales was a Hope student from 1973-75
and holds the B.S. degree in public administration from the College of Arts and Sciences,
Grand Valley State Colleges.In 1972 he was
appointed administrativeassistant to the Holland City Manager and executive secretary of
the Holland Human Relations Commission,
posts he held until acceptingthe Hope Upward
Bound directorshiplast summer. He is extremely active in the Holland Community in
the areas of education,employment, housing
and government-community relations.
He has been appointed three times by
Michigan Governor William Milliken to the
State Commission on Spanish Speaking Affairs
and he currently chairs that group.
Gonzales is a former president of Latin
Americans United for Progress and chairman
of HOY, Inc., a substance abuse program
which he co-founded. He is a member of several local boards and agencies.
Any concerned party may recommend a student for participation in Upward Bound. TypiSophomore Mary Measel of Southfield,Mich, helps Holland High School student Eloim
cally, referrals come from high school
Centeno during English course.
teachers,counselors,social workers, parents,
of course, a big concern to these studentsand so student is given the individualattentionof a
friends, and juvenilecourt. Participants must
we're making sure they receive the necessary person who is dedicatedto that student's educa- meet low-incomerequirements as set by the
information." Bruch Himebaugh, Hope direc- tion. This contrasts sharply with the situation federal governmentand reviewed by the local
tor of Financial Aid, led a recent Saturday sesin high schools, where there are normally 400
staff. Seven school districts within a 50-mile
sion, and Admissions DirectorPhil Fredrickson students for every counselor.
radius of Holland are served by Upward
has also addressed the group on matters relat"The schools are doing the best job they can. Bound. Inquiries should be directed to Al Goning to admission forms and entrance require- But the counselorsare simply overburdened." zales, director. Upward Bound, Hope College,
ments.
The Upward Bound staff places, high impor- Holland, Mich. 49423 (616) 392-5111, ext.
Contrary to popular opinion.Upward Bound tance on increasingthe self-esteemof program 2160.
is by no means a strictly Hispanic program.
Approximately52% of its participants represent a variety of ethnic minoritiesand, according to Gonzales, the program's total enrollment "constitutesa good mix of what our
community represents."
Upwaid Bound further benefits Hope by giving junior and senior educationstudentsopporA banner reading "Happy Birthday
tunities to gain experience in a multi-ethnic
setting by serving as tutors in the program.
Granny" stretchedacross a wall in the Saga
"The Hope tutors and instructorassistants Food Services dining room at Hope College
have a chance to form positive relationships recentlywhile its well-knownchecker was
with UB students," Gonzales points out.
handing out pieces of her birthday cake.
"Hope students serve as role models. It's a
"Granny" — as everyone at Hope College
setting where cross cultural education takes
knows her — was celebrating her 80th birthday,
place. The tutors learn to use the liberal arts but in an effort to do something special the food
education and, at the same time, they assistUB service employeesplanned an early surprise
students to become successful, to perform at party.
their best."
Granny spotted the decorationsbut never
Upward Bound serves the Holland commu- knew they were for her until she was told she
nity by helping young people,many of whom
better start cutting the huge birthday cake.
might otherwise inevitably become high school
"This is such a surprise. I didn't know they
drop-outs, to become active professionalsin
were going to do it," Granny beamed, clad in
the local community and state.Gonzales proudher food services uniform. Streams of students
ly points to former Upward Bound students
came by to wish her a happy birthday and get a
who are now employed in leadershippositions piece of birthday cake.
in the City of Holland and Ottawa County.
Balloons and ribbons and mini-banners decOthers are in graduate schools,preparing to
orated the center of the dining room in Phelps
Hall.
become doctors,lawyers, teachers,etc.
Approximately84% of the students who
Granny confided,"Half of them (students)
have participated in Hope's program success- don't know my name. They just call me
fully complete high school and go on to some 'Granny. " Her name really is Elizabeth Smitform of higher education. This figure is apter. Not only are most of the studentsunaware
And Granny, who receivedquite a few
proximately 4% higher than the national
of Granny's name, but most of them could not birthday kisses from some eligible bachelors,
norm.
believe that she was celebrating her 80th birth- can not conceal her affections for the students.
"Upward Bound is without question,a suc- day.
"I like to be with all the students. They're so
cess. In terms of numbers alone, we help,"
She began her job at Saga Food Serviceson nice and they never cause me any trouble. I've
says Gonzales. "Students stay in and graduate March 5, 1969. She recalls gettingthe job. "I ^ had an enjoyable 11 years here," she smiled.
from high school and go on to college. In com- just applied for work. I was tired of sitting
And the feeling between the students and
ing years I predict we will see a significant
around. I was 69 at the time," she said.
Granny is mutual.
increase in the number of professionals coming
G ranny is responsiblefor checking ID on the
"She's one of the best things about the
back to be active in our community. In the past
students' meal tickets at lunch and dinner. She
cafeteria, because every day she greets you
10 years, the racial make-up of the Holland works 40 hours a week and says she loves every with a big 'hello'," said senior Tim Griffin as
community has changed significantly. Minor- minute of it. She has summers off, but by fall he was signing a birthday card for Granny.
ity professionalshave been largelyabsent.
she is always ready to go back to work.
"She's sort of like a legend around hereUpward Bound is helping to change that."
How long does she plan on working?"As like Nykerk," said another student, junior
(Currentlynearly one-fourth of the city's total long as they want me and as long as I am
Nancy Kropf, referringto the Nykerk Cup
population is made up of individualsof Hisphysicallyand mentally able to do the work,"
contest for women students.
panic descent — ed.'s note.)
she said.
Most students could not believeGranny is
If numbers spell out the program's success,
Food services secretaryBetty Vanders said. almost 80-years-old.The youthful looking

Happy Birthday Granny!
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(continued from page one)

"Attritionstudies take on new importance in
the face of projectedenrollment declines," says
Task Force Member and Hope RegistrarJon
Huisken. "The Hope Business Office,once
it receives its reports, builds the budget
) very carefully and very closely. They need an
accurate projectionof returning students.
"However, I think it's important to emphasize that we are not looking at attrition
because we want to keep students here who
ought not to be here or who don't want to be
here. We're looking at the people who leave
here without motivation, those who consider
education to be important and yet have found
no direction in their college careers. Thus, the
changes the task force may suggest are not
necessarilysimply to affect the attrition rate.
They're changes which will enable us to better
^erve students."
Huisken's point is well taken. Behind all the
tables, percentages and forms of attrition
studies are students — students with particular
needs and problems. Nevertheless,the financial implicationsof attrition unquestionably
lend an imperative to the whole human problem. Hope plans to bring the current fiscal year Huisken, as simply "a fluke year," affected to a
degree by the fact that the Vietnam War ended
to a close on June 30 with a balanced budget,
marking the 13th consecutive year it has en- and male students were less inclined to stay in
joyed this financial stability. In large part, the collegesimply to avoid the draft.
Professor of Psychology David Myers, who
balanced budget is achieved through accurate
predictionsof income accompanied by careful was involved in Hope attrition studiesof the
planning of spending. Obviously, when attri- past, sees little purpose in the flurry of study
tion exceeds projections, red flags go up all over an increased attrition rate usually produces.
campus to assure that the College can stay in While Hope should not become complacent
the black.
about the number of students who leave the
Attritionalso has financial implicationsfor College, Myers says, institutional "selffund-raising.Recently the Dow Foundation of flagellation"is reactive and unnecessary. AtMidland, Mich, conducted a study on attrition. trition, Myers indicates, is an academic fact of
While the study was useful to participating life.
Despite all the complexitiesand murky coninstitutions, it wap conducted primarily for use
by Dow in making decisionsabout which in- clusions of attrition studies, they are being
stitutions to support financially. The attrition done and they do offer some insights. For
rate is a thermometer by which to gauge the example, studies show that, across the boards,
attrition is highestafter the freshman year and
health of a college or university.
Studies which compare attrition rates of var- lowest among seniors. Hope's studies have also
ious institutions, like the one Dow recently shown that attrition is lower among students
completed, are not always as clear-cut as one who have declared a major than it is among
would assume. Differentschools use different students who are undecided in their academic
plans.
criteria in determining attrition rates. Some
'For a student to stay, he or she has to
colleges, for example, don't include "stop
outs" (studentswho take a semester or two off identify with the institution in some meaningful way. That's critical," explains Huisken.
from studieswith full intentionsof reHope students are strongly advised to deenrolling)in attrition data. Others don't include cases of "built-inattrition" (studentsin clare a major by the end of the sophomore year,
preprofessionalprograms which necessitate and Huisken acknowledges that the prompting
to "shop around" in course selections dicompletion of one's education at a more speciminishes thereafter. Part of the benefit of decalized institution, such as is the case with
laring a major is.the direction and motivation it
Hope's 3-2 engineering program).
"There is just no easy way to get compara- provides a student'senergies,notes Huisken.
tive data on attrition," says Huisken."What Equally important is that settling on a major
studies like Dow's tell us is that our attrition increases the likelihood of developing personal
friendships and professionalrelationships with
rate is certainlynot any higher than other
professors.
schools of our kind, and it's probably just a
Other facts which have emerged from attrilittle lower. But it's hard to get precise comtion studies are: that attrition at public univerparisons."
In-house studiesof attrition, such as those sities is about twice that of privatecolleges.
Hope has been conducting annually since 1970, that high selectivity favorablyaffects attrition
are also not without problems. The procedure rates, and that a clearly conveyed institutional
for gathering data is simple: a student with- image results in diminished attrition rates. Todrawing from Hope must fill out a form and gether, these facts point to an overlap in the
usually also participate in an exit interview. programs for admitting students and the proAlthough the form offers a full alphabet of grams for retainingthem.
"Obviously, admitting is our office's main
multiple choice reasons for leaving,many
concern," says Dean of AdmissionsFredpeople studying attrition, including Hope
Dean of Admissions Phil Fredrickson,believe rickson. "And yet, if we bring students in and
they don't stay, it means we have to go out and
that often the real causes for a student's withrecruit more in order to keep enrollment where
drawal are never brought to the surface.
it should be. That puts an additional burden on
Often, for example, a student will claim
our staff.
financial difficultieswithout having even investigated the possibility of reciving financial

and

purpose. While students'whims shouldn't be
indiscriminatelycatered to, Huisken believes
it's essential that studentsknow the institution
is basically "on their side."
Does the new task force on enrollment see
itself as a lifeboat operation? How worried is
Hope about keeping up its headcounts in the
coming years?
Huisken is fairly confidentthat attrition can
be held in check at a little less than its current
level and that Hope's total enrollment need not
decline significantly. He points out that while
the number of 18-24 year olds will be less, the
cares.
How far should an institution go in its at- number of older students returningto campus
is on the rise. Hopefully, the numbers will
tempts to show a concern for students? Some
even each other out.
analysts,prominently those who made up
"A Christian institution always proceeds
a Carnegie Foundation panel, predict that
with a certain amount of going forward on
the assiduous attentiongiven to headcounts
during the enrollment cruch will cause the final faith. You don't panic," he notes. "If you betwo decades of this century to become students' lieve your mission is right and that you have a
"Golden Age," a time when student prefer- place in the world of higher education, then
ences will be increasinglymet and successin
you don't become fatalistic, you don 't just say.
college will come to depend on the instituWhatever will be, will be. Christianitycarries
tion's flexibilityand the range of its support
with it the responsibility of using all the means
systems. Carried to its extreme, this trend
God has given to survive and to prosper.And I
could eventually make students the real
think that's what we're trying to do at Hope
policy makers at an institution.
now.
Huisken says its highly improbable that
Members of the enrollment task force, in
addition to Huisken and Fredrickson,are:
Hope would ever find itselffaced with that
Bruce Himebaugh, director of financial aid;
danger. At the same time, he endorses the
Robert Cline, assistant professor of economics ;
notion of a priority on student service. Coland Gerard Van Heest, chaplain.
leges exist to serve students,he contends, and
their programs and practices should reflectthat

tation sessions,and use of handpicked

l

"However,

attrition is in

many ways

di-

aid. "Financialproblems"and "personal

rectly connected to admissions. If students

problems" are often catchall responses,which
students offer because they think any further
questioning will be unlikely since it would
seem like prying.
Besides the problem of gathering accurate
information, attrition studies are beleaguered
by the fact that most quantitativeresearch is of
little value in predictingwithdrawal since only
a limited amount of variablesis included,
when in fact the reasons for withdrawal are
usually complex. Thus, rates fluctuate, often
significantly, and the reasons are usually not
apparent from the charts.For example, the
sharp 2.6% increasein attrition which oc-

aren't staying,it may

mean

that we've

missed

the boat in the type of students we've been
recruiting — that our idea of the type of student
suited to Hope has been wrong. We also have
to make sure that we've told the story of Hope
correctly. I always caution our admissions recruiters, 'Don't sell the kids on your own personality. Don't use heavy persuasion or
hardsell. Tell

Hope

like it

is.'

"

Attrition concerns during the past few years

have brought about — sometimes directly and
sometimes as spin-offs — better services for
Hope students.After the "attrition crisis" of
the mid-1970s, a revamped freshmen orienta-

>

thoroughly prepped faculty members who had
demonstrated "natural" abilitiesat freshmen
advising.These changes were geared to relieve
the stress of what studieshave shown to be
the most critical period in the college career
the first six weeks. Although since the new
system has been implementedfreshmen attrition hasn't improveddramatically,by
Huisken's evaluationthe new program is sucsucessfulbecause "it more clearly demonstrates to our incomingstudents that Hope

I
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Mrs. Van Wylen

Mother

of the

X

}

Is

Year

In 1975, Margaret returned to medicine and
become a medical missionary. After graduat- began her internshipon a one-day-per-week
ing from Duke in 1945, she attended Biblical basis. This gave her time for study and family
Seminary in New York City for one year, and responsibilities. In December 1978 she completed the requirements for a one-year internentered The University of Michigan Medical

(continued from page one]
to

School m 1946.
She and Gordon Van Wylen were planning
to be married after her graduationfrom medical
school, followingwhich she would do a medical
internshipin Cambridge,Mass. Two months
before this date, she was diagnosed as having
tuberculosis, and she spent the next 16 months
in University Hospital in Ann Arbor, Mich.
They were married in December 1951 and
lived in Ann Arbor where Gordon had begun
teaching. She completed her M.D. degree in
1952, but rather than pursuing medicine at
that time, decided to devote all her time to her
home and family. ElizabethAnn was bom in
1953, Stephen John in 1955, Ruth Margaret in
1957, David Gordon in 1958, and Emily Jane in
1964.

ship and received her medical license. She then

began a residency in psychiatry at Pine Rest.
An interestingby-product of this experience in returning to medicine has been her
impact on women students at Hope. This was
(and continues to be) a period in which the role
of women has been widely discussed,particularly among college students. Many women
studentsat Hope are seriously concerned about
their careers, and the impact that following a
career has on the home. Mrs. Van Wylen has
been able to help many of these students see
that a career and a home are not necessarily
incompatible,but that a successful home does
require a definitive commitment of time and
energy, and this in turn requiresthe establishment of certain priorities.

Summer
at the

Dow Center
BASKETBALL SCHOOL, (Boys and

Girts).

July 14-25, Mon.-Fri.,Cost $30 (One week
only - $20.00).
8-10 a.m.-Boys entering 5th and 6th grades
10-Noon-Boys entering 7th grade
Noon-2 p.m.-Boysentering 8th grade
2-4 p.m.-Boysentering 9th grade
4-6 p.m.-Gins entering 9th- 12th grades
7-9 p.m.-Boysentering 10th- 12th grades

IF®*3*

•

SOCIALDANCE,

SOCCER SCHOOL, (Boys and

Girts),

July

7-11, Cost $17.
8-10 a.m.-Boys entering 4th and 5th grades

0-Noon-Boys entering 6th and 7th grades
Noon-2 p.m.-Boys entering 8th and 9th grades
2-4 p.m.-Girisentering 4th-7th grades

July

7-17 (excluding Friday-

Sunday),Cost $20
Boys and girts entering 7th and 8th grades
1:30-3 p.m.

1

SWIMMING PROGRAM, (Boys and

Girts),

Three two-week sessions: June 9-19, June 23July 3, July 7-17, Cost $12
For children going Into 2nd-6th grades. Students are divided by ability level, not age.
Eight 50-minute sessions (Monday-Thursday)

FITNESS FOR ADGLT WOMEN, Three twoweek sessions: June 9-19, June 23-July 3,
July 7-17, Cost $16
Designed to coincide with the swimming
schedule while your son or daughter swims.
Individualassessment of your interests,need,
and abilities. Development of a program to
meet your interests,needs, and abilities.
Possible activities-jogging,
racquetball,weight
work, tennis.

DANCE WORKSHOP,

July 18-19 (All day)

Cost $20
Anyone interested in learning the techniques

For descriptive brochure and registration
form write Prof. George Kraft, Dow Center,

1

Jacob Tigelaar

—

Bernard Arends— This man's
college career has

"lake" had made a
name for himself
among the senior
science students,
not the least of his

horst

been highly valuable to him for it is
said that we extract
from life just the
amount of good we
put into it. So it has
been with "Mike,"

accomplishments
being the winning
of the Purdue
Scholarship.Tigelaar' s expressionis
a half-smilethat
krinkles the corners of his eyelashes,if that is
physiologically
possible. He did well this last
year with basketball and with the honor roll,

for in his religious

and in
grown with the

interests,
his executive ability, he has

passing of four busy college years. To many
he has been the "Good Samaritan."

rating fifth in his class.

“

Anatomy

Certain times in our lives are naturalocca-

^
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Planning the 50th reunion is not difficultfor
the committee. Ten Cate said that the

ing back, reminiscing,as well as looking forward in hope. Class reunions are such times.
Each spring, eight alumni classes celebrate
reunions— from the 50th to the 15th. The class
representativeis-the overall reunion person.
He is responsible for organizingand overseeing
the entire reunion program,
Members of the 50th reunion are special
guests of the Collegeand are inducted into the
50 Year Circle.
Planning the class of '30's 50th reunion are
class representative
Jac Tigelaar, gift chairman
H. Sidney Heersma,gift committee members,
Marvin Meengs and Victor Ver Meulen, reunion chairpersonsBernard and Geneva Vandenbrink Arendshorst, and committeemembers Myra Ten Cate Van Leuwen and Lois
DeWolf Ten Cate:
The reunion committee^ working with the
Alumni Office, plans and publicizes the events
to take place on Alumni Day.
The slogan for the class of '30 is "From
Nostalgia to Neuralgia," and heads the letters
sent to classmatesby the reunion committee.
The purpose of the letters is to get as many
classmates as possible back on campus.
Ten Cate pointed out that Geneva
Arendshorst and Myra Van Leuwen were

Office takes the

"If the letters that went' out were
grammatical, that's the reason," said Ten
Cate.

work out

fun. The hardest part is the first meeting,
which turns out to be a "pre- reunion."
"We move in the same circle," said Ten Cate
of the reunion committee, "and we go around
in circles most of the time."
Ten Cate has worked on reunion committees
in the past. But the 50th is special; "It's the
only one we'll ever have."
One thing the committee hasn't figuredout
is how the class of '30 is going to recognizeeach
other.
"There are some changes in a person from
age 20 to the 50th," said Ten Cate. "Those you
were close to never seem to change," she
added.
The reunion organizationhas a dual purpose. The gift committeesolicitsa class major
gift. In the reunion year the class representative and gift chairman set a goal for a special
reunion year fund. According to Cindy Pocock
of Hope's Developmentstaff, the eight reunion
classes make up 20% of the annual fund.
"In the reunion year there's a thrust to increase participation,"
explained Pocock, "to
encourage alumni to meet and establish new
goals."
During the reunion year, the class representative and the gift chairman write special letters
to reunion classmates and organize a special
March phonothon.These correspondences
take the place of the normal letter issued to all
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quiet

made many friends by his
way and pleasingnature.Now he’s gone

and graduated.

retired

Alumni Weekend ’80
May

9-1 1

REUNIONS
Fifty Year Circle

Laveme VanderHill,president
Van Vleck Hall 4 p.m.

Saturday

Class of 1930
Bernard and Geneva VandenBrink Arendshorst, co-chairpersons
Pre-Dinner Get-together 7 p.m.
Holland Country Club
1 p.m.

Friday

Saturday

Luncheon

Hope College
Induction into Fifty Year
Van Vleck Hall
Class of

Circle

4 p.m.

1935

Virginia Kooiker Luidens, chairperson

Gass

of

1940

Henry Mouw, chairperson

Saturday

Luncheon 1

p.m.
Holland Country Club

Class of 1945
Barbara Tazelaar Hine, chairperson

1950
Schipper and Janice Vander Borgh Ver Heist, co-chalrpersons
Informal Gathering 6:30 p.m.
Holland Country Club
1 p.m.
Holland Elks Club

Court

Saturday

Luncheon

Gass

of 1955
Joyce VanderBorgh Rink, chairperson
Golf and Tennis 4 p.m.
Buffet 7 p.m.
Holland Country Club
1 p.m.
Macatawa Yacht Club

Friday

Reformed Church minister is one

Ed Swartout '29, after 40 years in the ordained ministry, became the summer tennis
pro at Edgewood Tennis Club in New York
State and summer tennis instructor at University of New York Community College. Winters he reservesfor Florida, where he holds
interdenominational church services in
Bradenton and directs a 600-family resort
complex's recreational program.
In New York, he and his wife Dorothy put in
well over 40 hours weekly, teaching tennis to
students ranging in age from 6 to 70+
Ed didn't begin playing tennis until his
Seminary days, but his fitness program began
in high school when he ran close to 12 miles
each day in order to make it to his Catskill
Mountain high school.Good dietary habits,
weight control,exercise, and a taboo on
smoking, drugs and alcohol are among
Swartout's health secrets.
For 16 years he lived nextdoor to "Tex"
Schwab, executivedirector of the U.S. Professional Tennis Association.Needless to say,
part of each vacation was spent working out
with him. After retiring from the ministry at
age 63, he receivedinstructionfrom pros ineluding Harry Hopman, Bull Lufler, and Eva
Kraft. Always the activist, he prefers playing

Saturday
Gass

of

Luncheon

1960

Chuck Coulson, chairperson

Saturday

Luncheon 1 p.m.
The Hatch

Gass

of

1965

Ron and Sandra Cady Mulder, chairpersons

Saturday

Luncheon 1

p.m.

The Hatch

.

|

career th is man has

Friday

of the oldest tennis pros in the U.S.

t

have an Interfratemity Basketball
League it "made" a
big opportunity for
little "Sid." His
flashy work was a
big help to the Addison team when it
won victory after
victory. In fact, "Big Tig" and "Tiny Sid" were
triple threat men. All through his college

—

Isla Streur

Pulpit to

1

flCWS
NFHC

___April,
’80

lege decided to

alumni by the presidentof the alumni associa- the people — "We want to have plenty of time
to chat, to reminisce," and for the College
tion, Warren Kane and the annual nationwide
"Reunionsfocus on the College and the future
phonothon.
Ten Cate, speaking for co-committee mem- of the College in the most pleasurableway
possible, meeting friendsfrom the past."
bers, believes that reunions are important for

Class of

-people

H

Alumni

of it and leaves the

I

I

—

Reunion

of a Class

sions for celebrations. They are times of look-

teachers.

l
4

Sidney Heersma
When Hope Col-

(These quotations and photos from 1930 Milestone]

i
|

Geneva Van Den
Brink — With her
ever-ready laughter bubbling out
and her radiant
smile she's a regular little cloud
chaser. You'll never
see her looking as
though she'd lost
her last friend even
if she might feel
she had. But lest you think her one who
merely skims the surface, be assured that she
is a steady, dependable worker, as willing a
co-operatoras any Californianand one who
knows the value of friendshipand good will.

ALUMNI DINNER

Punch

Phelps Patio 5 p.m.
Phelps Dining
6 p.m.
Tickets available through the Alumni Office
$6.50 per person

Dinner
Campus

Room

tours will be available throughout the day originatingfrom the

DeWitt Cultural Center
The

Dow

patio.

Health and Physical Education Center will be open for your

enjoyment
A Hospitality Center

r

will

be located

in

The

Kletz, DeWitt Cultured Center.

Reunions for the Classes of 1970 and 1975
Homecoming, October 24-26, 980.

with

1

will be held in conjunction

B
3

Elise, June 8, 1979, Jacksonville,111.
Richard '78 and Betty Peterson, Patricia, Aug. 26,
1979, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Peter '76 and Sandra Hutchison'76 Petkus, Jeffrey
Bruce and Jean Postmus '75 Averill, Matthew An- Joseph, Sept. 15, 1979, Bellflower, Calif.
John and Ellen Heath '70 Read, Melissa Jane, Apr. 6,
derson, May 14, 1979, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Jack and Linda Sloothaak '73 Beintema, Jeni Marie, 1979, Schenectady,N.Y.
Bruce '67 and Marilyn Reichardt, Jonathan Paul,
Apr. 30, 1979, Holland, Mich.

advanced

I births
tj

3
c5

Gerry and Sue Van Wyk '68 Benedict, adopted Ian
Daniel, May 12, 1979, on Sept. 1, 1979.
Roger '71 and Susan Steiner '71 Bolhouse, Nicholas
Paul, June 28, 1979, Lansing, Mich.
Philip'73 and Barbara Bos, Linda Suzanne,June 16,
1979, Portland, Ore.
James and Nathelee Roelofs '70 Bowman, Nicholas
James, Apr. 18, 1979, Evanston,111.
Douglas'71 and Claudia Bratt,Mark Douglas, Aug.
2, 1979, Vancouver,Wash.
Donald and Nancy Schellenberg'71 Brightman,
Sarah Wing, Aug. 24, 1979.
Roger and Jan Koop '75 Brondyke, Kristin Lynn,
May 31, 1979, Holland, Michigan.
Thomas '71 and Debora Brown, Mary Elizabeth,Jan.
20, 1978, Martinsville,Va.
Randy and Linda Dalton '72 Cain, adopted 14 month
old Karli Amara on Sept. 30, 1978, Whitefish Bay,
Wis.
Greg '77 and Lynne Bulthouse '79 Caskey, Jamie
Nicole, June 27, 1979, Madison, Wis.
David '71 and Kathi Cook, Matthew David, Dec. 18,
1979, Albany, N.Y.
David '70 and Susan Corlett, Andrew Gerdt, Dec.
19, 1979, Claverack, N.Y.
Thomas and Dora Adam '75 Cullen, Laura
Catherine, July 17, 1978, Philadelphia, Pa.
Greg and Lome Verrevoets'71 Dahlke, Michael
John, Aug. 21, 1979, Jenison, Mich.

Ron

'75

and Kay Hapke '75 Dimon, Matthew Loyal,

Sept. 23, 1979.
Stephen '63 and Mary Dykstra '63 Havlicek, John
Stephen,Feb. 15, 1979, Marietta, Ga.
Sidney '68 and Marilyn Musson '68 Disbrow,Mary
Elizabeth, Aug. 19, 1979.
nfhc 30
Bob '72 and Terri Douglass, Elizabeth Terese, Oct.

Mich.

Jan. 25, 1979, Spring Lake,
,
Allan '72 and Susan Reiff,Melinda,June 5, 1979,
Portage, Mich.
Bob and Liz Schlegel '75 Robyn, Bethany Ann, Aug.

Del.

26, 1979, New Castle,
«
Donald '62 and Kathleen Rynbrandt, Sara Marie,
May 5, 1979, Cleveland, Ohio.
Darell '63 and Mary Schregardus, Kathryn, Oct. 28,

Kenneth '72 and Sheila McCroary Gralow, Jennifer
Flynn, Dec. 8, 1977; Alyson Shea, July 21, 1979.
Dale '69 and Lou Voskuif '69 Grit, Laura Ellen, Feb.
15, 1979, Fort Collins, Colo.
Steven '70 and Nancy Banta '71 Harms, Robin
Anne, Sept. 21, 1979.
Bill '72

Rensselaar Polytechnic Institute.

John H. Brown 76, J.D., University of Michigan,

May

1978.

Kenneth '66 and Arlene Schutt '67 Tenckinck, ChristineDeHaan 75, M.A., special education.
Kathlene Ann, Nov. 17, 1979, Queens, N.Y.
Temple University.
Dennis 75 and Roxy Spurgis 74 Teshima, Emiko Robert DeYoung '50, Ph.D., education, September,
Lynn, Oct. 31, 1979, Branch, Mich.
1979.
Douglas and Celia Hogenboom72 Thompson, Tessa
David Dustin 73, M.A., internationalmanagement,
Ruth, Dec. 9, 1977.
American Graduate School of international ManDirk and Midge June '67 VanderLaan, Nicholas agement, May 1978.
James, Oct. 27, 1979, Paramount, Calif.
Kathleen Halvorsen 73 Dustin,M.F.A., ceramics
Rick 77 and Mary VanDerMeuIen, Beth Ann, Jan. and sculpture,Arizona State University, May, 1979.
1, 1979, Holland, Mich.
Mary Alice Marosy '69 Egy, M.A., modern euroSteven and Corinne Havinga 71 Vander Molen, pean history,State University of New York, Albany,
MichellyJoy, Sept. 30, 1979, New Era, Mich.
Dec., 1979.
Richard 75 and Cheryl Blodgett76 Van Oss, Christian A. Fenton '69, M.B.A., University of DeJonathanBlodgett, Oct. 7, 1979.
troit, May, 1979.
John '55 and Gloria Warren, Kelli Nicole, Nov. 15,
A. Gary Gauger '69, M.B.A., SouthernIllinois Uni1979, Grand Rapids, Mich.
versity, 1978.
Robert '66 and Charlotte Werge, Thomas Eilif Mil- Ruth Ausema '61 Hofmeyer,M.A., elementary
ler, Nov. 27, 1978, Lima, Peru.
education. Western Michigan University, 1979.
Eric 70 and Elizabeth Mills 72 Witherspoon,An- John Kleinert77, M.S., chemical engineering,
drew Glenn, Nov. 28, 1979, Crown Point, Ind.
Michigan State University, 1979.
Douglas 71 and Cathy Boyd 72 Yingling, Amy Carl M. Kleis '54, D. Min., Eastern BaptistTheologLynn, Oct. 10, 1979, Parsippany, N.J.
ical Seminary.

REVISED CONSTITUTION
Proposed by
The Alumni Board for Presentation
At The Spring 1980 Meeting Of

THE HOPE COLLEGE ALUMNI AS-

SOCIATION

Randy and Janet Camp '73 Johnson, Benjamin
Ferris,Nov. 27, 1979, Tekoncha, Mich.
Roger '72 and Norine Everson '71 Jones, Jennifer
Lynn, Jan. 29, 1976 and ChristopherRoger, Nov.

instructionaltechnology,

ARTICLE I

-

Name &

HOPE

COLLEGE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION.
Section 2.

The object of the Association shall be to promote the welfare of Hope College and to encourage the interest of the alumni in the Col-

Section 6.
The Executive Committee shall be composedof
the president,vice president and an elected
member of the Board.

Lynn Dial and Sally Crellin71, Oct., 1979, Raleigh,
N.C.
Thomas Hathaway and Juliana Beretz 70, Dec. 29,
1979, Tecumseh, Mich.
Ralph Lohr 76 and PatriciaLexby, Oct. 13, 1979,
Chicago.

Goerge H. Morris and Mildred VerHage Waterman
'30, Jan. 2, 1979, White Pigeon, Mich.
Thomas Stark and Shirley Olsen 77, Sept. 29, 1979,
Chicago.

Section 2.
Powers and Duties of the Board of Directors
a. Manage and direct the affairs of the Association.
b. Fill vancancieson the Board of Directors.
c.

ARTICLE II - Members

Any graduate or former student of Hope College who has earned ten hours college credit, or
any person who has been affiliated with Hope
College shall become a member.
Section 2.

Any person to whom
Sara an honorary degree

the college has conferred

shall be an honorary
Donald '69 and Peggy McNamara '69 Luidens,
McNamara, July 3, 1979, Grand Rapids, Mich.
member of Association.
James '71 and Kathleen Wilhelm '71 Maatman, Section 3.
Matthew James, Sept. 30, 1979, Lowell, Mich.
Membership in the Association shall not be
Edward and Susan Klaner '71 Madden, Sara, Dec.
contingent upon the payment of dues.
22, 1977, Mt. Clemens, Mich.
Andy and Betsy Noice '71 Martin, Clifton Andrew,

Sept. 9, 1979.
Mark '68 and Pat Menning, Jesse Orion, April 28,
1979, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Randall '67 and Linda Patterson '68 Miller,
NathanielPatterson, May 17, 1979, Philadelphia,
Fa.
Ronald and Penne Havinga '65 Mitchell, Amanda
Renee, Dec. 5, 1976.
Jim '72 and Linda Swinyard '74 Morehouse, Aimee
Michele, Dec. 17, 1979.
Isaac '79 and JoAnn Myers, Shivaughn Marie and
Shamika Lynn, Aug. 11, 1979.
Karl '71 and Marti e Nadolsky,Karl Zahlmann, Jr.,
Nov. 7, 1979, Holland, Mich.
Conrad '66 and Ruth Meyer '66 Nienhuis,Kristin
Brooke,Jan. 6, 1979, South Charleston, W.V.
Randy '70 and Carol Kearney '70 Nyberg, Colleen
Hillary, Sept. 14, 1979.
John and PatriciaRoss '74 Oakes, Casey Lee, Oct.
16, 1978, Mechanicsburg,Pa.
David '73 and Laurie Petersen, Aaron David, April

Adopt such

laws as it may

rules, regulationsand by-

deem necessaryto carry into

effect the requirements of this Constitu-

-

Directors

ARTICLE III -

d.

Officers

Section 1.
The officers of the Associationshall consist of a
president,and a vice president.
Section 2.
The president and vice president shall be chosen by the Board of Directorsfrom its membership at the spring meeting of the Board. These
officers shall serve for a term of two years and
shall not immediatelysucceed themselves in
the same office.
Section 3.
The secretary of the Association shall be provided by the college.
Section 4.
The treasurerof Hope College shall be the
treasurerof the Association and a non-voting
member of the Board of Directors.

Meet on

call

of the President.A

quorum

shall consist of a majority of the Board of

Directors.
e. Charter new Hope College Clubs under a
suitable constitution.
f. Select individualsfor the Distinguished
Alumni Awards at the fall meeting.
g. Nominate a member for the Board of
Trustees at the fall meeting when necessary.
h. Help to interpret College affairs to the
alumni and friends.

Section 1.
The Board of Directorsshall consist of the following Association members elected at a
spring meeting of the Board:
a. Directors-at-Large:Three Directors-atLarge to be elected for terms of three years
and in such a manner that no two terms
expire in the same year.
b. Directors from organized

lege.

Mr. and Beth Westhuis '73 Kaiden,Drew Alexan-

Dec. 25, 1979, TeUuride, Colo.
David and Lois Hiemstra'67 McKim, Ann Elizabeth,

State University,

marriages

Objects

der, Sept. 28, 1979, Glenside, Pa.
Brian '74 and Cathy Walchenbach '74 Koop, Sarah
Elizabeth, May 23, 1979.
James '70 and Heather Koster, Asheley Heather, Section 1.
Feb., 1979, Glen Rock, N.J.
Raymond '68 and Elisabeth Kuipers, adopted Gregory Garret, Feb. 15, 1979.
James A. '78 and Mary Moeller Laman, Amanda
Mary, Feb. 4, 1980, Holland, Mich.
Clarence and Susan Northuis'76 Liang, Marta Re-

Wayne

June, 1979.

tion.

30, 1979

16, 1979, Grand Rapids, Mich.

Linda Wood Walsh 73, M.A., Western Michigan
University, August, 1979.
William Weller 76, M.A., University of Iowa.
Carol Cook 77 Wildgen, A.M.L.S., University of
Timothy J. Woodby '69, Specialistof Education,

Section 5.
The administrator of the Association shall be
the Director of Alumni Relations.

ARTICLE IV

May 31,

Feb. 27, 1980, Claverack, N.J.
Kenneth '72 and Patricia Meliere '73 Janda, Jay Walter, Nov. 5, 1979, Pasadena, Calif.

beccah, Jan. 4, 1980.

Theological Seminary, June 5, 1979.
Daniel VanPernis76, M.A., guidance and counseling, University of Michigan,May, 1978.

(Items in italic represent changes.)

Section 1.
1978, Dusseldorf, Germany.
Everett and Betty Whitaker '62 Jackson, Paul Loren, The name of the association shall be the

X
uz

Pittsburgh, 1979.
Jonathan T. Rich 77, M.A., journalism. University
of Missouri School of Journalism.
Patrick D. Shelley 74, M.Th., University of Edinburgh, Nov., 1979.
Barbara Springer 76, M.A., history, Indiana University.
LuAnn M. Traut 75, J.D., Thomas M. Cooley Law
School, May, 1979.
Diane Gnade 77 Valentine, B.S.. nursing, Lewis
University.
Robert E. VanderHart '42, D.Min., McCormick

Revised Alumni Association institution

David and Sally Marema '77 Hoekstra,Jeremey
David, Nov. 7, 1979, Holland, Mich.
Art '71 and Becky Shadwell, '72 Hudak, Paul

•c

1979.

Jan. 9, 1979.

and L'Anni Hill-Alto,Jonathan Mikael, Oct.

Michael, April 16, 1978.
'69 and Mrs. Huyer, Matthew Tom,

Mary Ann Klaaren '60 Andersen,Ph.D., University
of Michigan,May, 1979.
Daniel Boote 75, M.M., NorthwesternUniversity,
Evanston, June 1979.
Barbara Pyzanowski 77 Bentley,M.S., geology,

Richard and Linda Knapp '71 Shuren,Melissa Lynn,
Aug. 1, 1979, Princeton, N.J.
John '69 and Marti Slagh '72 Rypma, Steven John,

1975

17, 1979.

Tom

degrees

Greg Caskey 77, M.S., physics. University of Wisconsin, Madison, Dec., 1978.
Cynthia Clark 76, M.A., librarianship.University
of Denver, August 1977.
Mina Cook '55, Ph.D., Walden University, May

19, 1979, Park Ridge, HI.
Randy and Laura Rycenga '71 Eling, Joshua Ryan,
Sept. 3, 1979, Grand Haven, Mich.
Michael and Beth Timme '75 Feliu, Jennifer Ann,
May 9, 1979.
Glenn and Jean Paul '74 Franklin,Bradley Paul, Dec.
4, 1979, Wantagh, N.Y.
Frank and Kittie Thomas '75 Garcia, Kevin Thomas,
Jan. 9, 1980.

Barbara R. Mackey '69, Ed.D., higher and adult
education. Teachers' College, Columbia University,
October,1979.
James Martin 77, M.A., University of Wisconsin.
H. Tim Merkle 74, J.D., Capital University Law
School, May, 1979.
John T. Poparad II '62, E.M.B.A., University of

Alumni

groups: Any regionalor common-interest
organization of Hope College alumni may
submit to the Executive Committee the
name of one of its members as a potential
nominee to the Board of Directorsfor a
term of three years, the terms to be set up in
such a manner as to retire approximately
one-third of such Directors each year.
c. Senior Class Directors:At the spring
meeting the Director of Alumni Relations
will each year nominate to the Board of
Directors two or more members of the
junior class. The Board will select one to
serve as a director, whose term of office will
start at the beginning of the senior year
and continue for two years following
graduation.
d. Hope College Alumni Chapter Directors:
Each Hope College Alumni Chapter may
elect or appoint one of its membership to
the Board of Directors for a term of three
years, the terms to be set up in such a
manner as to retire approximately onethird of the Chapter Directors each year.
e. The Board of Directors may appoint
additional Directorswhen necessary for the
best interest of the Association.
f. Past presidentsof the Associationare to
be ex-officio members of the Board of Directorsfor two years after their terms of

ARTICLE V

-

Meetings

Section 1.

The Hope College Alumni Association shall
meet annually on Alumni Day in the spring,
normallyin conjunction with the Alumni
Banquet.The President of the Association
shall report at such annual meetings.

Section 2.
The Board of Directors may meet during
Homecomingin October; and shall meet during

CommepcementWeek,

prior to the

annual

meeting of the Alumni Association.

ARTICLE VI

-

Amendments

This Constitution may be amended at the
annual meeting of the members of the Association by a two-thirds favorable vote of those
present,provided , to the fullest extent possible, the proposed amendment shall have been
first approved by the Board of Directorsand
then published in an official EJope College
organ at least thirty days prior to the annual
meeting.

office have expired.

The Vice Presidentfor Developmentand
College Relations shall be an ex-officio
member of the Board of Directors.
h. No Directorshall serve more than six (6)
consecutiveyears, except for those serving
as officers or pursuant to Section .
g.

1

ARTICLE VII

- Official Organ

The News From Hope College or other
periodical of general circulation shall be the
officialorgan of the
sociation.

Hope College Alumni As-

class notes
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Susan Klaner '71 Madden is teaching Biology at
Chippewa Valley H.S. in Mt. Clemens, Mich.
John Hoftiezer'74 has accepted a post doctural
positionin medium energy nuclear physics research

Adrianna Hammerkol '14 Boomker is secretary in Switzerland.
for the South Holland, III. Senior Citizen Club. She
Mark McLean '74 is a partner in Intermedia, a
was inducted into Mayor Daley's "Hall of Fame" production company making commercialsfor
Club and was honored with "This Is Your Life".
clients. They are located in Evansville,Ind.
Lucille Vander Werf '23 Veneklasen wrote a book Terry Muilenberg '74 is the chief accountant of
of poems entitledLines for Living. It was pub"The Moorings",a yacht charter company and
lishedby a group of friendsas a tribute to her life.
hotel, on the Island of Tortola, BritishVirgin IsRaymund Zwemer '23 was named a Paul Harris lands.
Fellow by Rotary Internationalin appreciation for
Patrick Shelley'74 is the minister of the First Contangibleand significant assistancefor better under- gregational Church of Spender, Iowa.
standing and friendly relationsbetween peoples of
Bobette Aardema '75 is a sales and promotioncolthe world.
lege representativein Wisconsinfor C. V. Mosley
Eva Tysse '29 MacGillvray'sponrait was featured (textbook) Co.
in an article on the artist, Jean Valleau in the Grand
Ronald Paulson '75 is a loan officer at the Marshall,
Rapids, Mich. Press.
Mich, office of Michigan National Bank.
John Buteyn '36, RCA Secretary for World Minis- Susan Northuis '76 Liang is teaching learning distries, spent time in the ArabianGulf reviewing
abilities and physically handicapped children in Edemergency evacuation procedures with missionaries. wardsburg,Mich.
George Good '36 was featured in Mainliner
Jeff Riemersma '76 is an assistantprosecutor in
magazine as the new helmsman for the nation's
Gratiot County, Mich.
yacht makers. Good is president and chief executive
Ralph Lohr '76 is employed by Exchange Place Seofficer of Bertram Yacht in Miami.
curitiesTransfer in Chicago.
J . Robert '41 and MorrellWebber '42 Swart have
Jonathan Rich '77 is an editor for Vance Publishing
been ordered by the Kenyan government to leave
Co. in Shawnee Mission, Kansas.
Kenya. The government can no longer guarantee Ellen Bijkersma '77 is workingfor KLM Airlinesin
their safety.
New York City.
Joseph Dalman '51 is assistant vice president,trust Greg Caskey '77 is working on his Ph.D. in Physics
for First Michigan Bank in Zeeland, Mich.
at the University of Wisconsin- Madison.
Larry Fabunmi '52 is the Nigerian Ambassador to
Barbara Pyzanowski '77 Bentley is working as an
Poland.

f

1

i-

exploration geologist for
Houston, Texas.

Amoco

Production Co. in

Robert Quisenbeny '57 was recognized as one of
"Ohio'sforemost educational leaders" by the Ohio
Senate in a resolution introduced by state Senator
Donald Luken.
James Kruenen '66 is a sales/service representative
for Nalco Chemicalsin Hillside,111.

Janet Brock '78 is working on her AA degree in
commercialart at Los Angeles Trade Technological

Tom Huyer '69 is a

College.

Claudia Rice '77 is workingin the employee benefits departmentof the Minnesota Bankers' Association in Minneapolis.

her B.S. in Pre School and Kindergarten at the University of Wisconsin-Madison.

Joy Dulmes '79 is an administrative assistantfor
CES A #10 Project People putting professionalartists
in 18 school systems in the Sheboygan Falls, Wis.
area.

Laura Earle '79 is youth directorat Portage, Mich.
Congregational Church.
Dave Johnson '79 is an area staff person for Young
Life in Benton Harbor-St. Joseph, Mich.

backlogue

The ReverendKarel F. Bottermans '51 died on
Dec. 22, 1979 in San Anselmo, Calif.
He receivedhis M. A. in Philosophy from the University of Michigan.He held the B.D. degree in
theology from the University of Chicago.
He was a Unitarian Church minister.
Among his survivors are his wife, Dorotheaand

Leona Jansen '61 Seymour died from cancer in
Bismarck, S.D. on Feb. 20, 1980.
She was an elementaryschool teacher.She is survived by her husband,Lowell '61; and

.

two sons, David and Jonathan; and a daughter, Kat-

hryn.

i

25 years ago
.
June, 1955 — Laura Alice Boyd, professor of
German for 34 years, retired.
April, 1955 — Hope received the largest grant
in its history to that date: $45,800 from the
Merrill Foundation for Advancement of Financial Knowledge to fund a study of unemployment compensation in Michigan. Prof. Dwight
B. Yntema was director of the study.
Spring, 1925 — Al Vanderbush resigned as
head football coach, concluding 25 years of
coaching in Western Michigan.
.

10 years ago

May

.

.

.

31,. 1970—

Everdene Kuyper '23 Dejong died on Feb. 22,
1980 in Arizona.
She served as a missionary to Arabia for several
years. Then, she and her husband.The Reverend
Garrett E. Dejong '22 served churches in Martin,
Mich, and Cedar Grove, Wis. They returned to

>

Arabia serving as missionariesuntil their retirement
in 1965.
She

is

survived by her husband, Garrett '22

;

and 3

sons, Keith, David '55, and Edward.

Gertrude Leussenkamp '30 died on March 18,
1980 in Grand Rapids, Mich.
She was a retiredschool teacher.
Among her survivors are a nephew and several
cousins.

.

The

first Distinguished

Alumni Awards were presented at the annual
Alumni Dinner. Recognized were Journalist
Becky Eldrenkamp'78 is a Health Care accounting Bruce van Voorst '54, Hope ProfessorD. Ivan
coordinator for Service Master Industries in DowDykstra '35, Surgeon Eugene Damstra '28,

controllerfor International

news
alumni

four children.

100 years ago
.
1880 — Charles Scott, D.D., was named provisional presidentof the College,after serving
as acting president for two years.
Spring, 1880 — Ten of Hope's 52 College students graduated.
.

deaths

Harvester in Germany.
Mary Alice Marosy '69 Egy is workingin the electron microscopy unit of the Albany Veterans Admin- ners Grove, 111.
Community Volunteer and Writer Lucille
istrationMedical Center. She is involved with the
Wendy Martin '78 is workingat the Boston, Mass. VanderWerf '23 Veneklasen, Political Aide
Hudson-MohawkIndustrialGateway, an organiza- Museum of Fine Arts in the Education Department.
Wes Michaelson '67 and Preacher Robert H.
tions interestedin the preservation of historical in- Carol Petrie '78 is in her second year of a PhD
Schuller '47.
dustriesand residences.
program in School Psychologyat Syracuse UniverJune 17, 1970— President Calvin VanderWerf
Patricia Wiersma '70 is an audit officerfor First
sity.
Michigan Bank in Zeeland, Mich.
Lynne Bulthouse '79 Caskey is working toward announced his resignation.

Duane A. Vander Yacht '49 died recently in
Muskegon, Mich.
He was a self employed consultant.
Among his survivors are a brother, Wilbur '57;
and a sister, Virginia Smith.
Veldman died on March 6, 1980
Grand Rapids, Mich.
She is survived by her husband,Harold E. '21 ; a
son, Donald J. '53; and a daughter, Marcia
Pearl Paalman '24
in

Thompson '56.

career corner
l

—

"Career
em-

The Alumni Office provides
OR
Corner," a want ad service for alumni seeking Alumni who are seeking permanent jobs
employment and for alumni seeking
may submit ads (50 words maximum) describployees. Ads are printed anonymously and ing the type of employment they're seeking
without charge in "News from Hope College" and their qualifications. ProspectiveemAlumni employerswith job openings are ployers may respond to the Alumni Office,
invited to submit ads (50 words maximum) referring to the ads by number,
describingtheir personnel needs.
After supplying your name, address and
who feel they qualify for the job may respond phone number to individuals who inquire into
to the Alumni Office, referring to the add by your ad, the Alumni Office also notifies you
by mail that an inquiry has been made. From
there, you're on your own!

Alumni

number.

!

154

GeneralBusiness Employ ment covemployed during civilianand military
service period. Prefer employment, however, along the
line of salesas most of working years have been spent with
internationally known food products company in sales
work.
155 71 graduate,Phi Beta Kappa, B.A. German; M.A.
German, Ph.D. Foreign Language Education desires fulltime academicor consulting position in Florida or Texas.
Nine years teaching experience in college German, Education, and English. Also willing to retrain for business
'49

graduate

-

B.S.

ers clericalskills

f-

position.-

156 M.A. German Lit. from Northwestern University,
where I teach now; have Teach. Certificate/Wisconsin:
German and French, Grades 9-12, expires 6/81 ; have
experience in teaching H.S., students and grown-ups in
class & privately. Want to teach rudiments — will go
anywhere— NEED JOB SEPT. 80
157 75 graduate majoringin religionnow has a Mastersin
Agency Counselingand is lookingfor employment in a
Christian organization. Work experienceincludes three
year managementposition and two years experiencein
resident hall administration. Volunteerwork was done
with localchurchas youth group leader and churchcoun-

2!
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selor.

k

am job hunting and would like to have the following want
appear in the next Hope , College publication:

I

*No more than

50

words

ad

*Please type

f

i

_
-_

Time

We

it
i

l

-----

City, State, Zip

still

We need your

Name
Address

is

Year
Telephone

_

goal for the
last year’s

running out
need you!

help. Hope’s fiscal year ends

Alumni Fund

is

goal with your help.

June

We were

Please send your check today. Annual Fund,

HoUand, MI

49423

30,

1980.

The

reach
Can we count on you this year?

$375,000.

able to

Hope College,

>•

Communicating Meaning

opinion

by Starla J.

isfe.

Drum

We

can ask for the listener's interpre-

tation of our message to see

Judging from the responses

meaning

of stu-

if

our

has been understood, and

if

it

dents in my classes as well as other
adults with whom I have talked both

has not, try to adapt our message in
such a way that the listeneris better

formally and informally, there seems

able to re-create the meaning we intended. Mutual understandingis pos-

to be

little

question as to the impor-

The

There does, however, seem

to be considerablequestion as to just what constitutes "effective communication."

In fact, there is little agreement regarding even an acceptable definition
of communication. I could entertain
you with illustrationsof some of the
definitionsof communication which I
have collected from students, strangers, and well-meaning, selfappointed experts over the years.
This, however, would only perpetuate
current myth and create unnecessary
confusion.
The explanation of

communication

which has come to be most useful for
me was offered by Dean Bamlund in
his 1962 article, "Toward A
Meaning-CenteredPhilosophy of

Communication."Bamlund describes
communicationas "the process of
creating meaning."

I

would add

definition the idea that

to his

communica-

shared
meaning; that is, a meaning understood and agreed upon by both the
speaker and the listener.
Bamlund's concept of communication is a very humanistic one which
goes beyond the message-centered
theory of communicationas the
transmissionof information.The
message-centeredtheory of communication emphasizes the importance of the effectivearrangement of
materials and assumes that a well constructed message is the guarantee of
successful communication. This
message-centeredview of communi-

tion is the process of creating a

cation

is still alive

and well.

It is

also

never been easy.
responsibilityfor accurate

sible; it has

tance of "effectivecommunication."

Sometimes

I

behave

though

as

this

concept of communication were accurate because

it

simplifies

communication
ence of ideas I

is

my

may assume

students have heard

my

that

if

my

ideas then

my

they have "got them," and
a teacher is

job. For if

simply the transfer-

complete. The

task as

fallacy in

this speaker-centered concept of

communication

is

that

it

places the lis-

tener in the passive role of message
receiver and assumes that what the
listener has received has

been under-

stood as the sender intended it to be

understood. Furthermore, a person
within ear shot is assumed to be receiving any messages aimed in his or her
general direction.We have

experi-

all

communication should not, however,
reside with the speaker alone. As listeners we have a responsibilityto determine whether or not the meanings
we are creating from the messages we
are receiving are consistent with the
meanings intended by the speaker. As
a student your grade may depend
upon it, as a friend or spouse the happiness of your relationship may depend upon it. It is often risky to assume that because we have heard
another person's message we know
what that person means. It is wise to
take the few seconds needed to check
our perception of the other's meaning.
For example, one might simply say: "I
want to make sure that I understand
you correctly.When you say that you
feel rejected when I do not want to talk
on the phone for a long time do you
determine the implications which a
mean that you think I do not care for
meaning-centered philosophy of
communicationhas for communica- you or value you as a friend?" If this is
not what the other person means he or
tion behavior.
she has the opportunityto say so, in
To begin with, if we cannot corwhich
case a misunderstandingwhich
rectly assume that other persons atmight
have been potentially harmful
tribute the same meanings to our mesto
a
friendship
may be corrected.If the
sages that we do, it is silly to continue
other person has been accurately unto behave as if they do. When I choose
derstood then the problem can be
to believe that my students underhandled with little time wasted in the
stand what I mean in my lectures
when I have no specific indicationthat assurance that the same meaning is
they actually do, I am deciding to pre- being shared.
It is much easier to understandwhy
tend that something is true because it
the process of creating shared meaning
is convenient.This is poor teaching
and poor communicating(although I is so difficult when we realize that the
meanings which we attribute to indistill behave that way on occasion) . The
only way I can be sure that my stu- vidual words and ideas come from our

communica- dents attributethe same meanings to
tion which result from communicat- my messages that I do is to ask them.
ing as though these assumptions were This is not a profound solution but it is
enced the breakdowns in

previous experiences of those

words

and ideas. For example, people often
still largely ineffectivein bridging the
respond negatively or positivelyto an
gap of misunderstandingbetween perindividual'sname because of their
a practical one. If I ask students to tell
sons. The ineffectivenessof this view true. Being in the presence of another
previous experience of another person
me
what
they
think
I have said in their
of communication may be largely at- person doe's not mean that one is
with
that same name. Hence the
own words then I have a much better
tributed to its narrow perspective. For necessarily listening,and listening is
"meaning"
attached to a simple name
idea if my meaning has been accuwhen a breakdown in communication no guarantee that one is accurately
like
Marilyn,
Harry, or Horace may
understandingwhat the other actually rately recreated by the students. If it
occurs adherents to this philosophy
have
nothing
to
do with the name ithas not then I can create a different
have only two real alternatives:to re- means. The reason this is so, accordmessage made up of different words self. More often than not the meaning
arrange the words in the message ; or ing to communicationscholar David
of a name is unique for every indiwhich
might better enable the stuBerio,
is
that
"commupication
does
to repeat the message louder.
vidual and is a product of each indidents to create for themselves the
Bamlund's meaning-centered phi- not consist of the transmissionof
meaning which I intend. Once again I vidual'spersonal experience with that
meaning.
Meanings
are
not
transmitlosophy of communicationalso goes
need to ask the students to describe in name. This is true for words, ideas,
beyond the speaker-centered concept ted, nor transferable. Only messages
and concepts of every nature. No one
their own words what they think I
are transmittable, and meanings are
of communicationas the process of
person's experiences are exactly like
mean.
If
there
still
appears
to
be
a
transferring ideas from one person to not in the message, they are in the
those of another. Hence, the meanconsiderable
gap
between
the
meaning
message-user." To put it another
another.
ings created by one person will never
which
the
students
have
created
and
way, the meaning which a message
correspond exactly to the meanings
the
meaning
which
I
intended,
then
I
has for the message sender may not be
Starla Drum is assiscreated by another person. This may
need
to
construct
yet
another
mesthe same as the meaning which a mestant professor of
be frustrating at times but it is also
sage.
This
process
should
continue
sage has for the message receiver,becommunication,havinteresting.
One communication
until
the
meaning
created
by
the
stucause meanings are in persons, not in
ing joined the Hope fatheorist
suggests
that we would not
dent
is
reasonably
close
to
the
meanculty in 1977. She is a
messages.
even
need
to
communicate
with each
graduate of the Uniing which I intend. You may be thinkThis concept of a "meaningversity of Oregon,
other
if we shared the same experiing
that
this
process
could
take
a
very
centered" philosophy of communicawhere she also earned
ences and meanings. Now that would
tion is enlightening, but it is not par- long time, and you are right. But the
'

the M.A. degree. She
holds the Ph.D. from
the University of
Washington.Dr.
Drum conductsa wideranged communication skills laboratory
at Hope, which is offered as either a curricular or extracurricularactivity,

ticularlyencouraging. It provides an

explanationfor the

fact that

frequently not heard,
stood, but

it

let

we

are

alone under-

does not suggest

how

to

correct this frustrating situation.To

improve communication

it is

neces-

when communicating certainlyleave us with a lot of time on
essentiallytwo: 1) We can choose our hands. In conclusion I offer the

choices we have
are

assume that the meanings we have following quotationby an unknown
intended to convey by our messages author: "I know you believe that you
have been accurately re-created by the understand what I said. Bui I am not
listener, and suffer the consequences sure you realize that what you heard is
to

